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george W bean
early mormon explorer

HARRY C DEES

among the notable and great men who explored and colo-
nized the great basin the imposing figure of george W
bean stands as a sometimes forgotten pioneer although he
served with well known army explorers stansbury steptoe
simpson and wheeler no true historical study has been made
of this large restless one armed traveler most of the material
written by him was done in his later years and at a time when
there was little interest in utah pioneers nevertheless he re-
corded an extremely valuable account of exploration in early
utah the following material taken primarily from original
writings shows george W bean as a pioneer and explorer no
attempt has been made to include his life as a businessman
judge politician or church leader

george bean came to utah in 1847 at the age of sixteen
driving a wagon carrying his eighteen year old sister and her
baby doing a man s work he had brought his sister across the
prairies and mountains in order that she might be with her
husband william casper who had enlisted in the mormon
battalion

george had been carrying a man s responsibility for several
years he had served in the posse of captain stephen mark-
ham when the latter had cleared the nauvoo region of mobo
cratsbrats he had also served on the police force of hosea stout
patrolling the streets of nauvoo at night early in the spring of
1846 he had been sent with an advance group as a pioneer
when the church leaders began the move across the mississippi
later when it was decided to send the daughter who had mar-
ried william casper along with the first groups to leave for the

mr dees is instructor of library science at brigham young university his
special fields of interest are international relations and western history

pension records say that george W bean was 6 feet 4 inches tall
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rocky mountains george was chosen to drive the wagon prior
to this at age fourteen he had been ordained to the office of
seventy

two weeks after george and his sister arrived in the salt
lake valley william casper rode in from california bringing
with him ephraim K hanks with the two extra mouths to
feed the supplies sent west with george did not last the win-
ter and by spring they were reduced to cooking thistle roots
and segosbegos for food the winter had been mild and they had
planted an acre of wheat on 1 january 1848 near the end of
march they moved out to mill creek and built a willow shanty
and lived on thickened milk for weeks 2

george then recorded after getting our crop in and
ditches made I1 volunteered to take a team and wagon one of
some sixty in the party and go back east to meet the emigrat-
ing saints with prestscrests young and kimball including my par-
ents started may 23 crossed the big mountain over snow
10 or 12 ft deep swam several crossings of east canon creek
raftedcrafted over weber river double team in crossing bear river
swam blacks fork raftedcrafted across harms fork and green river
which took us three days at the latter stream I1 had left salt
lake valley with only 20 iblb of ground wheat and a few
pounds of pork and beef and we were 4 weeks getting to the
head of sweetwater river and my provisions were gone

at the sweetwater bean traded his knife for a large bunch
of dried meat from some snake indians this food lasted un-
til the platte river where he earned one bushel of sour corn
meal helping emigrants cross the riverriver this food served until
the party met the first group of mormon emigrants fifteen
miles below chimney rock on the platte river george turned
over his team and returned to salt lake valley with his par-
ents in the valley we located near a spring at the side of the
road between mill creek and big cottonwood about 7 miles
south of salt lake city

the winter of 184818491848 1849 was enlivened by a winter s hunt
by rival parties of one hundred men each which destroyed
about 700 wolves and foxes 2 wolverineswolverines 20 minx and pole
cats 500 hawks owls and magpies and 1000 ravens 3

unless otherwise cited the matermateriallaliallai was taken from the original writings
of george W bean these journals are in the library at brigham young uni-
versityversity

thehe latter day saints millennial star liverpool I11 august 1849 vol
XI ppap 22832228 32
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THE settlement OF PROVO

there was still a food shortage in the spring of 1849 so
a group of men were sent to the utah valley about sixty
miles south to establish a small colony for agricultural purposes
and fishing hoping thereby to lessen the call for beef which
at the present time is rather scarce at an average of seven and
eight cents per pound 4

george recorded the move in his records saying in the
early spring of this year 1849 a call was made for a colony
of settlers to locate at provo and father with about 20 others
started in the last days of march with our ox teams and boys
there were no families on this first trip john S and isaac hig-
bee and dimick B huntington were at the lead of the com-
pany on march 31 we camped 10 miles this side or north of
provo I1 had the good luck to shoot a fat crane with father s
old rifle we then moved on to within 2 miles of the river
where the settlers were stopped by a ute indian called an
kata after some discussion in which dimick huntington told
the brave that they wanted to be too ege tik a boo or good
friends the wagons moved on to be stopped again by a large
party of indians but were allowed to camp on the north bank
of the provo many of the company had suckers fish for

ibadibtd4ibid
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dinner but father and I1 had stewed crane and this was my
18th birthday by which I1 well remember the other particulars

the first settlement was begun a few days later on the
south bank of the river and a fort was constructed with a
bastion thirty feet square on strong posts in the center A 6

pounder cannon was afterward mounted on top to guard
against trouble from a distance

there were many hundreds of indians camped nearby all
very friendly generally and our people did a great deal of trad-
ing with them giving guns and ammunition clothing for skins
of various kinds ponies etc sometimes little troubles arose
and finally a great one occurred about the first of august
this trouble was caused by the killing of old bishop an in-
dian by doc stoddard and jerome zabriskie during a dispute
over a shirt the two men hid the indian s body in the provo

river but the indians soon discovered it and demanded satis-
faction which was not granted the slayers of the indian were
never exposed and the settlement had to shoulder the blame
the men of the settlement were organized into a militia com-
pany with peter conover as captain and thereafter sent armed
herdsmen with the cattle and stood watch at night

by september companies of california emigrants were
gathering at provo where captain jefferson hunt would guide
them on to california the mormon settlers obtained powder
from one of the trains to practice with their six pounder and to
11 wake the natives round about george bean and his father
were coming in from the fields when lieutenant william day-
ton called to george to help fire the cannon they fired the
piece once and reloaded neglecting to swab the barrel on the
next discharge the cannon exploded killing dayton and tear-
ing off george W bean s left arm

captain howard stansbury of the U S topographical en-
gineers had just arrived in salt lake bringing with him an army
doctor by the name of blake 5 A fast ride to salt lake and a
hasty return brought dr blake to provo where he removed
some 200 splinters and dressed george s arm while the youth
was recovering the indians spent many hours with him and
during this time he learned the native language

in 1849 captain howard stansbury was placed in command of an army
exploring and survey expedition to the great salt lake region he and his com-
mand of 18 men remained in the great basin for a year returning to the east
in the fall of 1850
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although it had been a terrible accident george W bean s

journals are almost free of any later complaint regarding the
loss of his arm

there is one entry in which he relates an occasion when he
was kicked by a mule and mentions that it had been difficult
for him to harness and drive a four mule team with only one
arm the loss of his arm affected the ways available to him for
making a living and he used his knowledge of the indian lan-
guage to find a position as guide interpreter or indian agent
whenever he could

george bean was often chosen as a guide because of his
close relationship with the indians which had begun following
the accident he had the confidence of the indians to the ex-
tent that one indian attempted to kill him so that george could
accompany a deceased favorite squaw to the hereafter and take
care of her bean narrowly escaped death on this occasion and
the indian later explained that he had wanted the very best
man he could find to accompany the squaw and this man in
his eyes had been george W bean

generally relationships with the indians continued to de-
teriorateteriorate for the new settlement on the provo until it was nec-
essary to bring a company of about 100 men from salt lake
city at this time aided by the officers of the stansbury expe-
dition the mormonscormons managed to drive off the indians about
40 timpanodesTimp anodes were stopped from further depredations
wrote george but he missed most of the fun by having the
measles at his sister s house on mill creek

TO SOUTHERN UTAH WITH BRIGHAM YOUNG

in 1850 the utah valley settlers moved to the present site
of provo and george W bean served as 11 assistant superin-
tendent of meteorological observations at fort utah under
captain stansbury A good log school was erected and
george helped teach school in the winter he had learned a lit-
tle spanish from the indians so early in 1851 parley P pratt
called on him and requested that he go with him to california
and south america on a mission but the trustees of the school
would not give him their release

about the same time george wrote prest young &
company called me to accompany his party on a trip to south-
ern utah arriving at salt creek nephi I1 was detailed
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to join a small party of emigrants for iron county we were to
assist them across thediedle sevier river & then come up said river
join the prestscrests party after he came out of san pete four of us
with horses and pack animals made the trip successfully the
river being high we blocked up the wagonbedswagonbeds of the emi-
grants fastened ropes to their wagon tongues and by the horn
of our saddles pulled them through safely then going up the
river 304030 40 miles to intersection of trails we found that the
prestscrests party had not arrived & we turned north and found
them still at manti here let me remark that I1 listened to a
sermon from elder 0 pratt which truly converted me to faith
in plural marriage or polygamy commonly called

about may ist we started on up sevier river passing over
the cedar divide via marysvaleMarysvale circlevilleCircleville then leaving river
bore westerly over rocky ridges and across prairie dog vall-
ey got into a great snow storm may 9thath & finally
reached buckhorn springs & camped at bear valley where we
found ourselves buried under about I11 foot of snow on the
morning of may loth moving on we soon began to meet the
pioneers of parowancarowan mostly mounted and a hardy looking lot
of fellows they were we staid several days in this vicinity vis-
ited the iron and coal deposits the famed hieroglyphic cliff
NW of parowancarowan and then returning by beaver & parowancarowan
vallies round valley and old crossing of sevier home 6

in october 1851 was again called this time to accompany
gov B young and party of territorial officials to make a loca-
tion of the capital of terry territory decided on the site
for chalk creek and the capital to be named fillmore and the
county to be millard in honor of the president of the U S

who made the official appointments secretary babbitt judge
snow marshal heywood ind abtagt rose besides several
others we made a treaty with pahvantpasvant chief kanosh
then on returning we kept on south side of sevier river 15
miles then crossed at a quicksandy ford where a good many
got wet had a lively time at night with brandy punch speeches
& songs apostles prophets high civil officials & teamsters
all jollifiedmollifiedjolli fied together

on the return trip the explorers went by way of san pete
valley and crossed the sevier higher up went by way of

george W bean seemed to have kept many of his trips recorded in a
pocket journal and in 1860 put them all together in a biography this is taken
from that biography he also wrote another biography in 1890
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warm creek fayette gunnison and present manti new
mexican traders were encountered at manti they said that
they had a license from gov calhoun and wanted indian
prisoners for slaves brigham young told them that they would
not be allowed to traffic in such trade but later information
indicated that they had continued in the practice in spite of
president young s order A writ was issued and george W
bean accompanied marshal joseph L heywood and arrested
the traders after forty one days the traders were released
on the grounds that there was no law on the subject in utah

in february of 1852 george W bean in the capacity of
interpreter for indian agent rose went to the uintah valley
with him they made their way via spanish fork canyon to
chief tabby s camp west of duchesne fork tabby furnished
guides who took them to the north fork of the uintah river
where louis roubidoux had formerly established a trading
post which was a rendezvous for the mountaineers for twenty-
five years finding neither white man nor indian there they
returned on 8 march 1852 traveling via soldier summit

during that spring and summer george explored provo
canyon and the mountains east of the city he also assisted
william H dame when the latter surveyed out provo city
and the farming land surrounding it

in april 1853 brigham young started south with a party
intending to extend settlement beyond parowancarowanParowan but when
president young arrived at provo he was confronted by a
mountaineer named bowman who claimed that he had been
hired to assassinate him bowman hinted that he had plenty of
help not far away so president young ccancelledancelled his trip to
the south going only as far as san pete william M wall
and thirty men including george bean were ordered out of
provo to tour the southern part of the territory to ascertain if
any strange party or proceedings could be found the group
rode for nineteen days through southern utah but there was
no trace of enemies in our borders

THE WALKER WAR

by 1853 the indians campgrounds and fishing spots were
being taken over by the white settlers and a result was that the
emigrants on their way to california were plagued with thiev-
ing and pilfering by the indians sometimes the retaliation by
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the california bound trains was severe and the desire for
peaceful relations suffered

in july 1853 according to bean an indian was beaten al-
most to death with his own gun by a white man over a dispute
as to how the indian should treat his squaw the indians de-
manded compensation for the beating but the white man re-
fused later in july the ill feeling resulted in the indians kil-
ling alexander keele at payson

the morning fo lowing keele s death colonel peter con-
over s company of militia was called out from provo to quell
any further disturbances the militia found the indians sta-
tioned in the canyons preparing to withdraw to sanpete vall-
ey it was decided to send colonel conover with about forty of
the best horsemen to nephi to warn the people and to aid them
if necessary george bean was sent from payson to provo with
information and found that due to false rumors of a massacre
at pondtownPondtown salem the authorities were getting ready to
send more troops to payson A dispatch had been sent to salt
lake asking for aid so it was decided that george should take
a fresh horse and ride to brigham young with the correct in-
formation he arrived just in time to stop the first group of
mounted troops from leaving salt lake city

this difficulty called the walker war after chief walker
led to many problems in southern utah george bean spent
much of his time traveling to the various chiefs with messages
from brigham young towards winter walker moved south
carrying with him much stock from mormon settlements

the mormonscormons began to fortify their town with mud walls
but when walker appeared in parowancarowan in the spring he
seemed friendly so brigham young sent bean porter rock-
well and john R murdock with a message of peace As george
put it 0 P rockwell amos neff and myself were called
by prest young to take walker in hand & keep him peaceable
if possible during this time bean had many stormy exper-
iences while keeping walker and other indians from again dis-
turbing the settlements on one occasion george had to hide
under some grain and another time had to retreat to salt lake
until the indians cooled off walker was eventually appeased
by the mormonscormons sending beef flour and indian goods rock-
well and bean were told to keep the indians peaceful even if
it cost the church 10000 a year
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when colonel E J steptoe of the U S army arrived in
salt lake in 1854 determined to punish the indians for the
slaying of a lieutenant gunnison and seven others bean and
rockwell were employed to treat with the pahvantsPahvants for the sur-
render of the gunnison murderers 177

it required many trips but finally eight indians were sur-
rendered in january of 1855 george bean accompanied major
john L reynolds to fillmore to receive and convey the prison-
ers to salt lake city bean at this time was a deputy U S
marshal

george reported but such a turnoutturn out of murderers was
never before seen one squaw for the mormon killed one old
blind fellow one foolish chap one outsider that had no
friends another old sick fellow and three little boys the
army people were disgusted but chief kanosh said he could
do no better so the eight indians were taken and tried the
squaw was used as a witness so only seven went to trial of the
seven three were convicted of manslaughter and sent to prison
for three years

the trial had assumed aspects of a three ring circus as in-
dians and soldiers were present in large numbers kanosh was
there being a chief at all the scenes george also mentions
that during the proceedings several disgraceful occurrences
took place with certain government officials soldiers and
squawssquads of chief ammon s camp

during the trial george bean had been chief interpreter
and as U S deputy marshall delivered the prisoners to the
penitentiary

the results of the trial were not pleasing to colonel E J
steptoe when he reported the trial in april he said alt-
hough as government prosecutor I1 presented facts to prove all
guilty only three were sent to prison 8

GUIDE FOR MILITARY EXPLORERS

colonel E J steptoe reported in his letters that he would
continue on to the west coast and that my intention until re-
cently was to follow captain morris new route until he turned

colonel E J steptoe was taking troops to the west coast when rumors
were spread that the mormonscormons were in revolt he was given a commission as
governor of utah but on his arrival in utah did not use the commission

colonel E J steptoe letter dated april 1855 to davis microfilmed by
the utah state historical society library
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up to the humboldt instead of following him I1 determined to
find a S W course to carson valley and ssaveave 300 miles A
party sent out a few days since to explore returned and re-
ported that there was not sufficient grass and water for the
number of animals with us 9

george bean as a member of the party reported the ex-
ploration in the latter part of march myself 0 P rockwell
george W boyd and peter W conover were employed by
col E J steptoe to make an exploration west from rush vall-
ey for a wagon road to the south side of salt lake toward
carson valley to save 160 miles of roundaboutround about travel to get
to california john nebeker was one of our party we fitted
up a pack outfit and struck west from government station at
rush lake went through johnson s pass across skull valley
by way of granite mountain inin the middle of the salt desert
striking the old hasting wagon trail at east edge of the des-
ert we found a good spring of fresh water at granite moun-
tain and from there to redding springs we crossed an almost
continuous sheet of salt water and mud for several miles in face
of the most severe sand and windstorm I1 ever experienced it
was cold and piercing and blew off the packs from the mules
backs several times and splashed the salt water over us until
the whole outfit was covered with a stiff crust of salt and very
cold

we reached redden s springs on the west side of the des-
ert about 430 and took refuge under the lee side of a tule
swamp until morning by morning the fury storm had passed
but the night was very disagreeable and we were without wood

we must not fail so we followed the edge of the desert
in a southerly and easterly way for two days then crossed back
toward rush valley again we found the salt marshes im-
passable this time of year and the miry sloughssloughy further
south quite the same and decided a wagon road was now
impossible at least for two months the return trip was by
way of lookout pass to the government station of rush lake
and then to salt lake

on bean s return to salt lake he was stunned to discover
that his name had been listed in fall conference of the church
and voted on as a missionary steptoe had offered to engage
him to go west and also george had received a second attracattract

wdibid
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tivefive offer to act as interpreter at the spanish fork indian
agency steptoe was offering a generous 5005005.00 per day leaving
george in something of a dilemma so he sought advice
again

speaking with president brigham young george found
that he was wanted to go to the las vegas springs for the
church and form a settlement there

although he had a new baby girl and only ten days to
answer the call he made his decision and prepared to go to
las vegas springs having some money I1 bought up a bin full
of wheat some land but this being the great grasshopper year
in utah there was nothing much raised in the fields we had
several cows etc and some cash leaving my wife and child
my most concern well provided for so my thoughts were at
ease

As the missionaries prepared to leave lieutenant S

moury was sent by steptoe with excess stock and about fifty
soldiers to take the southern route to california while he him-
self went by way of the humboldt bean was hired to guide
moury to southern utah but the arrangement was not satis-
factory to either side bean reported 1 I found the party a hard
lot to travel with not saints by any means moury wrote to
washington that the indians were all being stirred up by the
mormonscormons and that at parowancarowanParowan my two mormon guides left
me at their own request it gave me no regret to lose
them 10

bean reported that after reaching las vegas springs he
and our santa clara brethren went down to the colorado
river and thence down said river as far as el dorado canyon
suffering terribly from the heat

the journals state that after the fort was built we also
did a great deal of exploring in the mountains and along
streams extending from the el dorado to the mouth of the
rio virgin river the las vegas group discovered salt and
opened a lead mine which was mined by N V jones 11

bean made a trip to southern california with cattle and
then went back to las vegas later he went to salt lake to

stephen moury report of journey from salt lake city to california
filmed copy in the utah historical society library dated 2523 july 1855

although the las vegas colony was planned as a mission to the indians
N V jones was sent to mneamnemine lead as brigham young was afraid that a supply
from the east would be cut off by the U S army due to the threat of
johnston s army the lead mine took priority over the indian mission
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discuss the problems in the mission with brigham young As
it was decided to discontinue the mission at las vegas in late
1856 bean returned to provo

JOHNSTONS ARMY

in 1857 as the U S army invaded utah bean was sent
to carson valley with peter conover and 0 B huntington
as a guide we were to take a direct westerly course across
the deserts and make the trip as quickly as possible reckoned
as twelve days huntington got mystified and they spent
18 days on the trip living on horsemeathorsemeat the last three days
they suffered much for lack of yaterwaterwater but reached the sink
of the carson river and went on to washoe valley the mor
mons in the area were told to pack up and return to utah and
bean and others went over the mountains with surplus cattle
to sell inin order to buy wagons teams and supplies george
sold the cattle before reaching california and took a pencil
order on the bank at placervillePlacerville taking the mail stage on to
folsom he then rode the train to sacramento surprised to
find everything so comfortable after only a day in sacra-
mento george returned by horseback to centervilleCenterville in the com-
pany of william R smith who had some 24000 on his per-
son in payment for some of the cattle others remained in sac-
ramento and purchased wagons guns powder and other sup-
plies

the mormonscormons left carson valley in october and arrived in
salt lake on I11 december 1857 they went by the route of the
humboldt river thousand spring valley goose creek and
city of rocks george arrived home in december and that win-
ter his family again increased with the birth of children to his
second and third wives

in march george was called by brigham young to go into
the desert west of fillmore and beaver to find hiding places
in case johnston s army came in he and his party started in
the middle of march through deep snow through juab county
to chicken creek to holden and across the sevier river where
they joined with other men on the same errand on the top
of west mountain range on 8 april we faced the roughest
snow storm that it was ever my lot to meet we got into any
shelter possible and waited all the rest of the day and night
twenty seven hours of snow without cessation and heavy wind
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most of the time they lost five horses had wagon covers torn
to bits and some of the cattle strayed as far as forty miles

after two or three days the party moved west to white
mountains and located a resting place on snake creek bean
and others pushed west toward the pahranegat valley out-
side the great basin

they met up with groups from southern utah and be-
came well acquainted with southeast nevada they returned
to utah inin june to find all forgiven of rebellion treason ar-
son and other crimes we had not committed

in 1857 george and his brother worked on the wagon road
up the provo canyon and in the company of william M
wall located a ranch in the lower part of provo valley
there they later doctored lame cattle for the government
freighters

EXPLORING WITH SIMPSON

in october of 1858 george W bean was engaged by ma-
jor J A reynolds to make a trip west to aid the government
in opening a new route to carson valley 12 wrote george 1I
engaged at 5005.00500 per day and furnished and set out immedi-
ately with captain J H simpson chief of topographical
engineers as guide and interpreter I1 had quite a time with
captain simpson who was greatly prejudiced against every-
thing mormon and it was several days before he offered to
speak to me except as to the route or distance to camping
places simpson finally gave up and he and george had some

spirited arguments on polygamy and priestly authority
simpson was a very strict religious person who did not travel
on sunday if it could be avoided simpson called brigham
young some hard names and george threatened to leave
going as far as getting on his horse before simpson would
apologize 13

this expedition was a result of general albert S john-
ston s desire to open a route to california by way of carson
valley the group of about forty men included soldiers five
wagons a geologist and george W bean they left 19 octo

the bean papers say the expedition left about november 1858 but the
official army records say the expedition left on 19 october 1858

james hervey simpson was a noted army explorer who before and after
the civil war made many surveys looking for better routes in the west in
1858 he submitted a report on a new route from salt lake city to the pacific
coast
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ber 1858 with instructions to explore westward as far as the late
season would allow

they moved west through rush valley to johnson s settle-
ment then south through skull valley through this area the
group crossed a desert as level as a floor and devoid of
every vestige of vegetation they went westward to short cut
pass in thomas range where they decided to go no farther
since water was thirty five miles away the group returned on
a more southerly route finding a new pass which would
shorten the distance by some twenty miles later that year
the route was used to carry the mail to california 14

although simpson s printed report used the wrong first
name for bean he spoke of him with satisfaction george says
that simpson offered him 100 per month for all winter to as-
sist in writing up a history of utah As usual george sought
advice of my wise friend president young and he suggested
that I1 keep a careful distance from their influence

george continued to explore utah but mostly for the
church he went to uintah valley in 1861 to search out places
for settlement but the basin was made into an indian reser-
vation

after serving in the state legislature from wasatch county
george was called to take a small party on the sevier river
above gunnison this proved to be a failure when they en-
countered orson H hyde who told them that the settlement
of sevier valley is in my hands

in 1872 after public service as judge tax assessor and
lieutenant colonel inin the black hawk indian war george
spent thirty days exploring the valleys east of provo with
lieutenant george M wheeler 15 this expedition was compli-
cated by indian troubles caused by a rumor among them of a
voice from the west who would lead them to victory over

the whites the voice did not materialize and george led
wheeler to the hot pots at midway strawberry valley and
back down spanish fork canyon the group went south and
climbed all the high mountains surrounding utah and san

james H simpson wagon routes inin utah territory senate executive
document 40 serial 984 35th congress 2ndand session 1858

in 1871 lieutenant george M wheeler was selected to take charge of
the survey territories in the U S west of the lodth meridian unlike previous
army explorers wheeler went from north to south and liked to climb and
measure tall mountain peaks his work inin the west from 187118791871 1879 produced
a monument of records
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pete counties wheeler continued on east and south but
george returned home by way of thistle on a borrowed army
mule

in october 1872 george went with the indian agent and
a group of indians to washington D C where he met presi-
dent U S grant

in 1873 george was called to tour the fish lake country
and meet with the indians on his return from this trip brig-
ham young called him to settle in the sevier county area alt-
hough the richfield area was considered his home until his
death george W bean continued to roam he traveled back
east to his birthplace where he visited relatives for months
toured southern nevada with the idea of settling there and
prospected for gold in the central mountains of utah

the last years of his life were spent in ill health caused by
exposure poor food and the cannon accident of 1849 george
W bean died in richfield 9 december 1897



student impact
on the 1970 utah
nominating conventions

WAYNE AULT AND JT KEITH MELVILLE

student protest erupted all over america in may 1970 as a
result of the united states invasion of cambodia and the kent
state tragedy harsh voices were heard around the land con-
demning the college youth of america when some protests
resulted in violent confrontations with police some feared
america was on the brink of serious civil strife and demanded
hard line punitive measures however some students sought
alternative ways to express the widespread dismay over this
new american involvement in southeast asia one such al-
ternativeternative received practical testing at the university of utah

after some tension on the university of utah campus and
insistence by a large segment of students that the university
be closed a referendum was held the students voted to keep
the school open and return to class this did not constitute
a vote to do nothing but for many at least was a vote against
what they perceived to be a destructive and fruitless means of
protest instead a responsible political action program was
developing at the university

the seminal idea for this activity had been suggested at
a college republican meeting in 1968 that students be mo-
bilized for the election but it was discarded as unworkable

wayne ault is a graduate student in american government and played
an active roll in the 1970 elections he presently teaches american govern-
ment at melville junior college illinois

dr melville is professor of political science at brigham young university
he is active in the political field in utah and is the author of merrill mono-
graph
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the idea however remained alive in the mind of vice
chairman suzanne dean she presented a plan to student
government officers inin the spring of 1970 which would enable
the students to work for change through the political party
of their choice as an alternative to protest miss dean urged
that a telephone survey be conducted to determine political
preferences of university students the interested students
would be encouraged to attend their party s neighborhood
mass meetings and run for delegate positions later students
could group together inin caucuses at county and state conven-
tions of both parties and influence candidates and platforms
by voting as a bloc 1

one of the major tasks was to quickly find the politically
motivated students out of a 22000 enrollment and give them
specific instructions about their particular voting districts inin
time for the mass meetings inin may at this point the work
of dr william viavant a professor of computer science and
an expert inin using computers to process voting data became
invaluable during a meeting of the leaders of the college
republicans and the young democrats with the salt lake
county chairmen from both parties dr viavant explained
a computer program which could match the students from
salt lake county on the registrar s list with their individual
voting districts

the university regents and the local officials of both par-
ties approved the project the computer printout was obtained
and the real work began As chairman of participation 70
miss dean with her staff of four set up operations in some
unused offices on campus donated by the university A polit-
ical boiler room was organized with student volunteers
telephone canvassers called students and determined their
political preferences the most politically interested student
in each voting district was then sent a letter urging him to
run as a delegate at his mass meeting the letter also contained
a list of other students on whom he could call for support
over 1000 students attended mass meetings on 18 may elect-
ing approximately 400 students to party offices more than
200 students won delegate positions

A joint republican democratic caucus of student delegates
preceded the salt lake county conventions following an

suzanne dean private interview held at the university of utah salt lake
city utah october 1970
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opening session where general goals were considered the
respective party delegates caucusedcaucusescaucus ed separately and outlined
their specific strategies resolutions written and sponsored by
students were passed at the republican county convention
calling for 1 1 increased youth participation in county pol-
itics 2 more responsible environmental policies and 3 a
code of ethics for county officials there was evidence at the
convention that the youth movement did not please all adult
politicians one candidate for the state legislature circulated
a handbill among delegates entitled participation 70 its
real purpose the sheet said

Is it possible the university of utah administration has
launched a personal vendetta against conservative candidates
who have opposed the policies of the administration the cat
was let out of the bag when it was revealed that prime con-
servativeservative candidates have been picked as targets by this group

participation 70 not to be helped in their election cam-
paign but to be knocked out of the running 2

this fear was unfounded as there is no evidence that students
worked only for liberal and against conservative candidates

the student delegates to the democratic county conven-
tion caucusedcaucusescaucus ed and decided to vote as a bloc for candidates
although the balloting at the convention is secret most stu-
dents made a pledge to vote the decision of the caucus the
pledge apparently held because in every case the candidate
endorsed by the student caucus not only gained a place on
the primary ballot but came out first in conventional ballot-
ing the student caucus holding 100 of the 600 delegate
votes undoubtedly had a deciding impact in six county races
student resolutions dealing with lowering the voting age
electoral reform civil rights and ecology were passed A
platform amendment calling for the involvement of youth in
government was adopted

following the county conventions participation 70 lead-
ers mobilized student delegate power for the state conven-
tions student state delegates were identified including those
from other counties party caucuses were held candidates
were invited to speak to the students and respond to their
questions and seminars were held for student party officers
both parties agreed to seat students on their platform com

participation 70 its real purpose utah independent 11 june 1970
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mitteesmitteermittees and democratic students were seated also on rules
credentials and resolutions committees the republican stu-
dents at the state convention agreed in caucus to certain plat-
form changes which the platform committee would not accept
without compromise the changes to which the committee
agreed increased the role of youth in the youth and republi-
canism plank strengthened the individual rights section on
equal opportunities for decent housing and employment and
softened the law and order proposal dealing with student
and faculty conduct the republican platform with these
student modifications was accepted without objection by the
convention

the democratic students resolved to make several major
changes in their party s state platform the two student dele-
gates on the platform committee chaired the plank on indo-
china and military spending which called for the imme-
diate withdrawal of all military personnel from southeast
asia 3 student members of the rules committee were
able to block the original rules which would have required
that the entire document be presented and debated as a whole
substituting the rule that the platform be considered plank
by plank

the students engineered significant revisions and additions
to the platform concerning draft reform higher education
human rights basic freedoms consumer affairs and drugs
they also proposed six resolutions 1 on senator moss

2 the quality of life 3 higher education 4 party
organization 5 indochinaindo china war and 6 dissent and free-
dom of speech all of which passed

one of the most provocative student insertions in the plank
on education called on the utah legislature to enact legis-
lation guaranteeing that police military or vigilante groups
will not be permitted on campuses of higher education unless
and until the heads of those institutions specifically recognize
in writing the existence of a clear and present danger which
cannot be remedied by a campus security force 4 this posi-
tion was supported with the passage of the resolution on dis-
sent and freedom of speech which condemned the passage
of any legislation which is designed to curtail legitimate dis-
sent and reaffirmed the right of an individual freely to

preliminary draft of 1970 utah democratic platform
41970 utah democratic platform government in a changing america
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express his thoughts and convictions no matter how unaccept-
able they may be to others in our society 1155

A general statement on civil rights was replaced with a
series of specific provisions on the needs of indians blacks
and mexican americans which called for better educational
opportunities for minority groups including bilingual instruc-
tion the end of discrimination in employment and housing
protection of migrant workers and the extension of civil
liberties and citizenship rights to all regardless of race creed
national origin or sex

the plank on drugs urging that antidruganti drug police forces
both federal and state be strengthened in numbers and train-
ing was completely rewritten by the students so that it in-
cluded a section indicating that the times demand new
thinking and new approaches to the drug problem imaginative
educational programs should begin at the grade school level

treatment and rehabilitation programs need strengthen-
ing and diversification the enforcement of our laws
must be strengthened not by heavier penalities and more
laws but by more realistic and consistent laws

possibly the convention s most liberal and controversial
proposal was the resolution on the quality of life which ad-
dressed environmental and population problems

WE THEREFORE RESOLVE in order to check the
excessive population threat

1 to promote education about family planning and
the problems that are generated by unregulated popula-
tion growth

2 to support legislation permitting birth control
abortion or sterilization the effect of which would be to
allow each family the option to limit the size of the family
unit

the resolution on the indochinaindo china war supported the plank
on immediate withdrawal from southeast asia and further re-
solved that this party calls upon the legislature of the
state of utah to enact appropriate legislation to prohibit the
federal government from sending abroad a citizen of this
state to fight in a foreign war which has not been constitu-
tionallytionally declared by congress the students also inserted

1970 utah democratic party resolutions
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an original plank urging the adoption of an all volunteer army
before july 1971

the student amendments caused little reaction by the
regular democratic state delegates at first all were anxious
to get on with the business and move to the voting on primary
candidates which was the last order of business but with
each additional amendment tension built up until the con-
vention erupted inin disorder quick tempers and heated debate
however gave way to a shortage of time when student dele-
gate ludean robson moved that the convention shut off
debate and vote on all proposed resolutions together the
chair ruled the ayes have it the students carried the day

the success of the utah democratic student delegates
was aired nationwide when the associated press carried a
story about the students and their resolutions even the con-
servativeservative paul harvey was impressed when he stated that

young people are asserting themselves politically right now
in a manner unprecedented in our country last summer a
bunch of young democrats in utah decided to overthrow the
establishment in the american way within the framework of
the democratic process 6

significant student influence was evident in both state
conventions although the most volatile action occurred in the
democratic convention in an attempt to gauge the signifi-
cance of student participation questionnaires were sent to

1 student delegates 2 regular state delegates and
3 to congressional and senatorial candidates and their key

campaign workers the entire group of 245 student delegates
was surveyed fifty seven percent 140 students responded
of the 33 candidates and campaign workers surveyed 19
or 58 percent returned their questionnaires the candidate
survey did not determine political affiliation because of the
limited number surveyed A stratified random sample was
used to survey the regular state delegates proportionate to
the number of delegates from each county it was determined
that a sampling of 100 delegates from each party would be
representative of the entire group sixty two percent 124 state
delegates responded

the democratic students surveyed overwhelmingly believed
they made a significant contribution at their state convention

paulgpaul harvey young democrats set national pattern ogden stan-
dard examiner october 7 1970
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while a very large percentage of the republican students
felt they also made a significant contribution thediedle majority
concluded that they contributed as much or slightly more than
other delegates see table 1

table I11
students seifselfseij image at the state convention

in relation to political affiliation

impression democrat republican
percent number percent number

made significant
contrcontributionibutiibukiionlon 83 68 41 24

contributed slightly more
than other delegates 1 1 5 3

contributed as much as
other delegates 7 5 46 27

contributed
but were disruptive 45 4 0 0

other 45 4 8 4
total 100 82 100 58

chighi square 38176038.176058176038 1760 p 001

the majority of the regular democratic delegates felt the
students made a significant contribution at the state conven-
tion in contrast less than 14 percent of the republican dele-
gates believed the students made a significant contribution
however 19 percent of the democratic delegates thought the
student contribution was somewhat negative or disruptive

see table 2

table 2
state delegates impressionimpi assionession of students aitattalft the state convention

inin relation to political affiliation

impression democrat republican
percent number percent number

made significant
contribution 59 34 13513.513 5 9

contributed slightly more
than other delegates 5 3 6 4

contributed as much as
other delegates 17 10 70 46

contributions were
both good and bad 9 5 15 1

were a disruptive element 10 6 15 1

other 0 0 85 5

total 1100loo00 58 100 66

chighi square 487454 p 001
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sixty three percent of the candidates and campaign workers
surveyed believed the students made a significant contribu-
tion at the conventions and an additional 26 percent felt they
contributed as much as the regular delegates see table 33.

table 3
candidates and campaign managers impression of students

at the state convention

impression percent number

made significant contribution 63.1631 12
contributed as much as other delegates 26.3263263265 5

lacked political experience 5.3535355 1

no impression 5.3535355 1

total 100 19

the student delegates were probably the most significant
bloc in the 1970 conventions this was especially true of the
democratic convention they were able to turn the two par-
ties to a more youthful perspective and address the significant
issues facing utahnsutahna as part of the whole american scene

confrontation politics of our day is characteristic of po-
litical activity in which students lack legitimate channels
of communication to authority clarkdarkoark kerr former president
of the university of california at berkeley has observed that
political groups turn to activist demonstrations when they
find themselves ignored by the adult power structure 7 A
significant number of utah students became aware that the
legitimate channels of communication to authority were open
A student initiated project let the students know that there
was an alternative to protest through utah s mass meeting
system and for those who were dissatisfied with the policies
of government there were avenues for change more produc-
tive than demonstrations

no one should think that political action is an easy road
but the utah experience shows it can be done with substan-
tial effect students should be encouraged to carefully for-
mulate goals develop strategies and apply programs of action
to help solve the urgent problems facing america today and
the students themselves will be the most significant benefi-
ciaries as the world they help to build will be theirs tomorrow

seymour martin lipset students and politics in comparative perspec-
tive daedalus no 1 winter 1968 ppap 151615 16



the sweet singer of israel
david hyrum smith

PAUL EDWARDS

let me be happy too oh restless soul
fold thy quick limbs and rest from care a while

watch the great clouds in fleecy volumes roll
the lakelet in the sunshine seems to smile

would god my friends were here to share my thought
would I1 could find the rest I1 long have sought

would I1 could speak the language of the hills
would their plush velvet grace I1 could make known

could I1 translate the talking of the rills
that from their crowning dimples wander down

I1 would not sing and yet I1 can not cease
I1 can not murmur yet I1 have no peace 1

thus wrote david hyrum smith in december of 1870 it
is a song of discontent and so he labeled it but perhaps more
than that it is the effort of a simple and poetic man to make his
voice heard among those who were unaffected by the great
truths that nurtured his life

there is little written and much less said about this young
man who was the fifth living son of the martyredmartyred prophet the
youngest brother of joseph smith III111ili missionary counselor
artist poet probably because he was and is an embarrass-
ment to the reorganization RLDS church and minor in im-
portance to the latter day saints his contribution is sketchily
acknowledged and his illness treated with kind but firm respect

dr edwards is chairman of the division of social science at gracelandgravelandGraceland col-
lege lamoni iowa he is also a member of the editorial committee for RLDS
courage A journal of history thought and action

smith david H and elbert A hesperishespensrespens or poems by father and son
herald publishing house lamoni iowa 1911 p 226
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but in a movement with the tendency toward hero worship
there is surprisingly little interest in his life and thought or in
his impact on the reorganization movement or even an ac-
knowledgmentknow ledgment of the fairly safe poetic and musical nature of
his character

this paper was anticipated as an introduction to the poetry
sketches and paintings of david H smith annotated by some
analysis of the character and thinking of the man as indicated
from his letters first to his wife and then to his son these
works of art letters journals as well as some unpublished par-
tial essays are owned by david s grandson lynn E smith of
independence missouri this collection includes letters from
the period of david s confinement and except for one or two
prints of his nauvoo painting his collected poems hesperis
and a few scattered articles and sketches in the saints herald
the complete primary clues to this man rest in the lynn E
smith collection

unfortunately for reasons that can only be known by the
family though suspected by all of us the final arrangements to
use this material resulted in permission being withdrawn this
led this researcher to a vast treasure hunt seeking available in-
formation but with the exceptions of a brief account of his
missionary work and a statement of his illness there is al-
most nothing said about him anywhere inez smith davis for
example does not see fit to mention him except in her listing
of the counselors to joseph 111IIIill and in a side reference to the
utah trips his name does not appear in the index nor are his
birth ordination or death listed among the chronological
events of the reorganized church 2

thus my objective has been to draw together doxographi-
cal information to introduce david smith and some of his po-
etry to an audience sympathetic to the need for more historical
investigation and biographical identification I1 have been as-
sured that his sketches letters and paintings will be available
in due time

david hyrum smith was born in nauvoo on 17 november
1844 some five months after the assassination of his father
the impact of this tragedy made its mark on the young man
opportunities were few and david s education was limited
but he early indicated an almost unlimited interest in his en

davis inez smith the story of the church herald publishing house
indepindea missouri 1943
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vironmentvironment he was an avid reader and an artistically talented
young man passionately fond of music flowers and people
his education was primarily self created from these interests
when he was baptized into the reorganization in october of
1861 the montrose iowa branch was informed that david
was to be one of our church pillars for the spirit says so 3

john shippy reported that young david was gaining fast and
will soon astonish the nations with his music and poetry

united with his brothers in nauvoo he grew in stature and
in insight taking on the physical characteristics of the smiths
and the attitudes of his older brother his maturing years were
spent during the great civil upheaval of our nation but his
participation was prevented by the vision of noninvolvementinvolvementnon
seen by his brother 4 his connection with the reorganization in
these years seems firm if not too well worked out and he wrote
at nauvoo in 1864 of other pressures

such voicesvoices come to all
and whisper softly inin our inmost heart
they bid us nobly stand or weakly fall

and ask us to endure or give up all
say shall we choose the good or evil part

answer ye saints most dear
and choose the good things of the lord our god
trusting inin him to bring us help and cheer

nor let our righteousness forsake us here
so shall we be with christ nor fear the rod 5

he was ordained a priest in march of 1863 and seven
months later at council bluffs iowa received ordination as
an elder following this he was assigned to work in the michi-
gan and northern indiana area traveling often with either
joseph or alexander 6

the conference of 1869 meeting at st louis optimistically
appointed david and his older brother alexander to utah and
the pacific slope to contact the scattered saints there it was
also expected that they would meet and exchange ideas with

saints herald volume 2 p 166
anderson mary audentia ed joseph smith III111 and the restoration

herald house independence missouri 1952 p 196199196 199
smith david H loc cit p 203

the history of the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day
saints volume 3 p 496 hereafter called RLDS history
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the leaders of the utah church to be conducted on our
part inin a frank and fearless though kindly manner 8 david
started west early inin the summer of 1869 arriving in utah by
october of that year 9 letters from utah indicated increasing
difficulty in developing meaningful communications with his
cousins and with brigham young but they also reported some
acceptance of these sons of the prophet especially of david
because alexander was otherwise occupied david authored
a series of articles in the herald about his experiences at
salt lake these letters and accounts are filled with a surpris-
ingly more than ordinary amount of homesickness and with
descriptions of the countryside the wildlife and occasionally a
detailed evaluation of the day the brothers returned from
their not too successful mission in march of 1870 alexander
because of his wife s illness and david on account of being
too incapacitated by illness for the field 10

yet in may of 1870 david was strong enough to marry
eighteen year old clara charlotte hartshorn at the home of
her parents at sandwich dekalb illinois A son elbert aorivl
was born at the mansion house in nauvoo in march of the
following year 11 in that year april 1871 at pianoplano illinois
david was ordained president of the second quorum of elders
and in that capacity labored as assistant editor of the herald
and in the church in the fort madison iowa area 12

during the next two years alexander and david smith
served in the string prairie and nauvoo districts they had con-
sidered another utah trip at this time but circumstances had
prevented their going while in nauvoo david was chosen
president of the olive branch and was responsible for its re-
organization 13 at the annual conference of 1872 at st louis
the brothers were asked to make a second journey to utah 14

later joseph indicated that this was an unwise decision and
that the sensitive young man had taken on too much and
david s son elbert suggested his father had returned to utah

ibid p 519
saints herald volume 15 p 337357537
RLDS history volume 3 p 527 530 547
saints herald volume 17 p 180

lByarberbrotherrother elbert herald house publishing house independence missouri
1959 p 111411 14 revised from smith elbert on memorysMe morys beam 1929.1929

ibid p 5030
saints herald volume 18 p 20
RLDS history volume 3 p 694
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without fully recovering from his bout with brain fever but
david agreed to go spent a month in omaha on the way
then set out across the prairie arriving in utah in mid july 15

this second trip was less reported but the brothers seem to
have spent a great deal of their time with scattered groups of
saints around salt lake resulting in a variety of responses

soon after his return from utah david was called to the
first presidency of the reorganization by a message 3 march
18751873 and was ordained at the conference 16

it was increasingly evident that david s health had weak-
ened during his second mission to utah where he suffered a

severe attack of brain fever less than a year after his ordina-
tion the herald reported brother smith is ill again then
again in april david is at nauvoo where he will probably re-
main during the summer and fall he seems to be recuper-
ating 17

his illness continued to worsen in july of 1874 joseph
editorialized that david had suffered a partial relapse in his
malady he was much disturbed mentally as well as bodily
david managed a visit to lamoni in 1875 but his condition
was obviously worsening later he was reported taking part in
the rock creek branch meetings but only as a listener except
for the singing which he still enjoyed he was taken early in
1876 to alexander s farm home in illinois to be allowed to
rest the purpose was partially to get him away from the pres-
sures of church activity but also to put off any decisions until
joseph s return from his own utah mission 18

unfortunately the illness did not decline during the resting
period and david became more and more of a problem to the
community he had developed the idea somehow that he was
the director owner of a large railroad company and would of-
ten slip into town sending numerous telegrams each day to
various persons all in the belief that he was conducting the
business of his railroad in 1876 when joseph returned and
discovered david was no better he considered the need for
permanent institutionalization the efforts of the local people
to secure this aided in the decision

ibid volume 3 p 702703702 703
brother elbert p 28 book of doctrine and covenants herald publish-

ing house independence missouri 1962 section 117.31173 hereafter called
dacd&c

RLDS history volume 4 p 460469460 469
18ibidyibid p 120 71 RLDS history volume 3 p 273275
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an inquiry was held at yorkville and with little or no hes-
itation a commitment order was authorized and david was
committed to the illinois hospital for the insane on 10 janu-
ary 1877 the period of his commitment wasmarkedwas marked by the
quiet that usually accompanies those things not understood
yet there were efforts made to determine the nature of his ill-
ness and many reasons were offered for his internment

there had been considerable unrest over the direction of
the reorganization much of this unrest centering around
joseph and suggesting that perhaps some other person might
more aptly carry the mantle of leadership

in 1869 the utah daily reporter published an editorial
entitled the son of the prophet which suggested that while
many rejected the claim of young joseph they were seemingly
ready to follow david who perhaps looked more like one
would expect a prophet to look 199 words of this kind and the
suggestion that david was considered by many to be the ob-
vious choice had caused the young man to record his senti-
ments in these not too subtle verses as early as 1863

joseph isis the chose prophet
well ordained in gods clear sight

should he lose by his transgression
alexander has the right

joseph alexander david
three remaining pillers still

like the three remaining colmescolumscolmms

of the temple on the hill

josephs star isis full and shining
alexanders more than mine

mine is just below the mountain
bide its time and it will shine

joseph is the chose prophet
well ordained inin gods clear sight

should he lose by his transgression
alexander has the right

there seems to be little doubt from this researcher s point
of view how young david saw himself in relation to his broth

autumn leaves volume 25 p 507512507 512
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er joseph and to the cause which he led david reaffirmed the
support of his brother again in the pages of the utah daily
reporter sunday 15 august 1869 my free willing inde-
pendent unfaltering service faith countenance aid and influ-
ence I1 give to my brother joseph

however more than one person within the reorganization
and many without accused joseph of having his brother put
away for reasons that ranged from silencing his disloyalty to
his trying to take over the church joseph made reference on
his trying to take over the church joseph made reference on
several occasions to this feeling and assured the reorganization
that all possible was being done for his younger brother the
mormon missionary edward stevenson visited david in sep-
tember of 1895 and reported his visit to the deseret news he
stated that david was well in body and went on to express a
firm denial that the man was imprisoned because he favored
utah the two men had gone for a brief walk together and
managed rational and congenial conversation smith he re-
ported had grown much heavier and grey but still carried him-
self well

writing in 1893 joseph again spoke concerning his brother
and appealed to the saints to heed his comments all that was
in our power to do was done he was frequently prayed for and
many of the eldership were asked to and did administer to
him as required in the law all of which did not prevent the
mental disturbance from culminating in losing the balance of
a well poised mind the causes of which are to be conjectured
only 20

another theory was that david was poisoned while in salt
lake city joseph answering a letter to this effect in decem-
ber of 1877 indicated that david was away from his regular
boarding place in salt lake when his first attack occurred yet
joseph went on to report he did not wish to believe rumors of
a poisoning or of anything of that sort and that no one knew
anything about it

on 4 june 1880 joseph wrote to dr E A kilbourne who
was in charge of david s case he indicated appreciation for
the concern of the doctor and continued by expressing his sad-
ness at the tragedy that befalls a man which causes him to be-
come unbalanced there must be some subtle relation between
the unseen and men by which such disturbances are governed

saints herald volume 40 p 52
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produced and removed 0 that it were found darwin huxley
tyndall with all their research of the primal man are no near-
er this secret source of life 21

A later letter revealed something of the difficulty joseph
had had during those trying years 1 I kept him till it was dan-
gerous to wife and children inin the face of an antipathy he
formed to my wife and it was only when he interfered with
the railway employees and the harvester works here that I1
was compelled to take him to elgin 2212

years later joseph was to write in his account of the church
that david had become associated with spiritualists in salt
lake city and later in malad idaho when inin that area inin the
1870s he felt that somehow this was connected with his con-
cern over the manifestations of the spirit which grew out of
hand 1 I am convinced joseph was to write that insidiously
there was inculcated into my brother s mind the idea that his
father was either a polygamist in practice or that he was the
spiritual author of the utah plural marriage philosophy 23

joseph continued to discuss the pressures brought on david
later acknowledging that from my knowledge of his charac-
ter I1 do not believe my brother had the power to resist such
insidious teachings

at the annual conference of 1885 held in independence
considerable concern was expressed about david s condition
and interest was indicated about the role he would continue to
play in the work of the church the tenth day of april was set
apart as a day of prayer and fasting for the improved condition
of their ill counselor yet on the eleventh hardly allowing
time for a cure the move to sustain members of the quorum re-
sulted in question concerning the continuation of david s po-
sition in the presidency joseph was asked if any communicacommunica-
tion had been received on the subject president smith replied
that the voice of the spirit is that david H smith be re-
leased he is it continued inin mine hands 24

there is little evidence of david s condition for the next
seven years on 4 february 1893 joseph who was then work-
ing at kingston missouri received a telegram which informed
him of david s death joseph immediately went to elgin and

joseph smith III111111lilili letter book no 53 p 177
2222ibidibid p 167168167 168

saints herald volume 82 1935 p 1361
RLDS history volume 4 p 479 dacd&c section 121lb1211b and 1224b
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discovered that the wire had been sent as a result of mistaken
identity he used the visit however as an occasion to report
that he found his younger brother safe and comfortable and inin
good health physically even though the malady of the mind
continued to control his behavior continued inquiry by the
saints into the state of david s condition finally led joseph to
report a communication of patience he had received my ser-
vant david H smith isis yet inin my hand and I1 will do my will
inin the time of its accomplishment be not troubled or fearful
in this matter for it shall be well for my work inin the end 25

at a quarter to four inin the afternoon of 29 august 1904
david hyrum smith died the cause of his death was directly
related it was said to his illness termed as melancholia de-
mentia notice of his death was registered inin the 31 august
herald and a small close group metatmet at lamoni on I11 september
for the funeral and burial at rose hill cemetery the an-
nouncementno of his death to the people among whom he had
worked indicated that while many expected interposition of di-
vine providence the hope was not shared by president smith
who seemed to foresee but one ending the final release of
death while the church must mourn the loss of so brilliant
a man it said it will be with chastenedchasteneychastened hearts and unshaken
faith that we go forward

the historian wears many hats some more comfortable
than others at the risk of involving myself inin a literary de-
bate I1 would like to don one such hat to suggest that poetry is
a more primitive and a more natural form than the elaborate
prose which isis so common thus it is a more natural form for
a man who wishes to express emotions or to pronounce inin-
sights which are either extremely hard to identify or difficult
to communicate except for our casual conversation our prose
depends on the fairly sophisticated development of an objec-
tive reality which isis separated from the self it was just such a
distinction which seems to have troubled david hyrum smith
it appears that lieheile was trying to stretch his language to express
the feelings that were within him feelings which were as hard
to identify as they were to separate that isis objectify to him-
self these thoughts not so well defined perhaps were more
feelings than definitive statements and thus not to be expressed
inin the flowing prose of his brothers articulation or more ac-
curatelycura tely lack of it was a factor in his poetry and music as

saints herald volume 40 p 69 and 82
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well as in his art work in a very real sense it can be said that
for david smith the medium was a major portion of the mes-
sage thus one must be careful of the criticism particularly of
romanticism that is levelledbevelledlevelled against him

I1 entered into this study with the skepticism of a historian
and with a healthy disrespect for lunineteenthneteenthi century poetry
yet I1 would suggest that you learn from my experience
that if you have not looked into the distant mind of david
smith or felt the nagging loneliness of imprisoned thoughts
searching for expression or the isolation of a separate reality
do not judge this mystical man too quickly

A poet by nature as well as activity there was early evi-
dence that this sensitive member of a sensitive family felt the
need to express some of the ideas and feelings that were being
associated in his mind deeply moved by things beautiful mel-
ancholy at times yet strangely wellweliweil tempered and overflowing
with humor love sympathy and humility he felt compelled to
speak what was often unspoken

during his association at nauvoo he discovered a place
just back of the mansionmansion house by a waterfall which formed
a natural amphitheater overlooking the grassy slope and the
water there he would go and read and write and meditate
often spending long hours with his thoughts this retreat
called david s chamber was probably the inspiration for his
best statement of his attachment to nature

in every nook some sight of beauty wakes a tender thought
some flower blooming by some old gray stone

or tiny birdsbuds nest with abundant skill and labor wrought
or faithful shadow over shining waters thrown

the thickets darkly dense and still
where scarce the slender vine leaves thrill
unbend ohob brow and sad heart take thy fill
of rest beside the lonely woodland path 26

hesperis was published in 1875 on a small hand press dur-
ing the period of decline leading to his last and permanent ill-
ness it includes much of his work mostly pastoral in nature
employing a rather consistent use of the dramatic monologue
and a natural interest inin strongly accented verse it is an imun

smith david H loc cit p 126
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fortunate and perhaps an unfair collection for much of the
young poet s works appear other places the saints herald
primarily and this collection is not a valid representation in
addition there is some evidence that david continued to write
poetry after his commitment to the hospital for the mentally
ill and that this poetry is still in existence unfortunately these
materials as with his letters and paintings are not available
hesperis did save much of what was available however and
while as a whole I1 would not recommend it for light reading
there are some very interesting moods ideas and expressions
that are worth noting something of his frame of reference
can be drawn through an appeal to his written work his deep
feeling and involvement with nature served as his constant
analogy sometimes simply descriptive

between the trees the green sward slopes away
barred with the sunshine with the shadows crossed

where leaves like flitting fingers deftly play
A melody when by the breezes tossed

san francisco 187027187017

sometimes as reflective of his search for an endless life

though the waves of death flow oer thee
TIS the rest that gathers power

for the endless life before thee
fear no dying

like the resurrection flower
death defying

salt lake city november 22 187218722828

sometimes in the desperate urge to give permanence to a mood

now gentle friend release thy clinging hold
the spray beads rest upon thy forehead cold
the tide is ebbing out and oer its swell
I1 must away across the solemn sea farewell

july 15 186729186721

21ibid p 164
28 28ibidibid p 171
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while not taking himself all that seriously he discusses his
role as poet

then do not dream he means each line
A revelation of himself

sing of himself conceit sublime
youd lay his book upon the shelf

the preacher preaches righteousness
the actor seeks to show each light

and shade of feeling to express
our thoughts and keep himself from sight

think of the poet least and last
and take his song for what tis worth

an universal life he leads
he lives inin you and many more

from every field a floweretflowretflowret steals
and gleans a gem from every shofeshore30shore

yet early in 1872 probably in iowa he paused to reflect
on the cognizance of his own changing character

I1 turn unto my tasks with weary hands
grieving with sadness knowing not the cause

before my face a desert path expands
I1 will not falter inin the toil nor pause

okay my spirit somehow understands
this mournful truth I1 am not what I1 was

iowa january 187231

A significant part of the poetic expression of david smith
was in the field of music a passion that was noticeable in early
youth he was just eighteen when he attended a prayer service
in october of 1863 at manti iowa with his brother joseph
following a message from his older brother he rose to sing
the pebble has dropped in the water which went to the
tune of faded flowers this hymn holds a very traditional role
in the reorganization A few lines are enough to remind you

ibid p 99
ibid p 102
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let us shake off the coals from our garments
and arise inin the strength of our lord

let us break off the yoke of our bondage
and be free inin the joys of the world

for the pebble has dropped in the water
and the waves circle round with the shock

shall we anchor our barks inin the center
or drift out and be wrecked on the rocks 1862186232

known to many as the sweet singer of israel david s

powerful voice was often raised when other means of expres-
sion failed him he wrote several hymns during his short pro-
ductive life hymns which now occupy positions of importance
for the contemporary reorganization despite the fact that some
are so traditional as to be meaningless among these are sev-
eral which are in the current hymnal A calm and gentle
quiet 66 let Us pray for one another 98 worldly
cares a moment leave Us 99 and you may sing of the
beauty 280 the latter being an interesting example of his
style

you may sing of the beauty of mountain and dale
of the silvery streamlet and flowers of the vale
but the place most delightful this earth can afford
Is the place of devotion the house of the lord

there are other hymns which through numerous editions and
printingspaintingsprintings have been excluded the saints shall wear robes
as the lilies we come with joy the truth to teach you
the hymn for confirmation and the melancholy the un-
known grave which appears in the mormon publications

his musical talent was recognized and used by the church
on many occasions he was directly involved in numerous mu-
sic committees and played an important role in collecting ma-
terial for the saints harp and was indirectly related to the
movement which resulted in the 1889 publication of the saints
harmony 33

As a painter and artist we can say little for the one or two
works that remain at large are not sufficient to judge certainly

ibid p 223
anderson mary audentia ed joseph smith III111 and the restoration

herald house independence missouri 1952 p 621
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his works have some historical value in terms of restoration
projects such as the one being accomplished at nauvoo his
sketches are fairly common for he left them with friends
throughout the church and they have been saved it was true
as his mother once remarked that he leaves sketches of flow-
ers everywhere he goes

the role of this young man as poet and artist awaits more
formal analysis as does the history of his life and his contri-
bution these brief comments are intended only to interest
those more qualified to seek some insight into the life and
thought of a man torn by internal conformation who felt he
had a message but who could only write

I71 would not sing and yet I1 can not cease
I1 can not murmur yet I1 have no peace



the christian commitment
C S lewis and the
defense of doctrine

WM CLAYTON KIMBALL

latter day saints are often surprised when they read C S

lewis but it is the shock of delight and the pleasure of rec-
ognitionognition which produces the surprise here is an oxford pro-
fessor who strikes home again and again on matters of doc-
trine which in this age of rapid theological retreat we have
come to feel are uniquely mormon but lewis insisted that
he wrote only about those doctrines which were common to all
christians mere christianity and sought to defend this com-
mon ground against all attack the results however went far
beyond defense

the lewis who has cleared the ground by his controversial
argument admits his readers to a mental world of great rich-
ness great vigour and clarity and in every corner illuminated
by his christian belief you cannot read lewis and tell your-
self that christianity has pono important moral bearings that
it gives no coherence to the whole picture of existence that
it offers no criteria for the decision of human choices that
it isis no source of strength or delight no effective object of
loyalty 2

whether he was writing on the christian life dealing with
literary scholarship creating enchantment through children s

tony kimball is assistant professor of government at bentley college in
waltham massachusetts he is a doctoral candidate at harvard one of his spe-
cial fields of interest is C S lewis

austin farrer the christian apologist in light on C S lewis ed
by jocelyn gibb new york harcourt brace & world inc 1965 ppap 262726 27
this book contains the most complete bibliography of lewis s works published
walter hooper isis responsible for the work and it is found between ppap 120148120 148

hereinafter this book will be referred to as light
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stories or fascination through adult fiction lewis never left
the context of christianity he felt no need to compromise and
always fought and debated on his own ground 2 we find then
what seems almost implausible an oxford don who believed
in a literal second coming and a literal devil but more impor-
tant still a man who understood the problems and frustrations
that accompany the christian quest

sometimes lord one isis tempted to say that if you wanted us
to behave like the lilies of the field you might have given us
an organization more like theirs but that I1 suppose isis just
your grand experiment or no not an experiment for you
have no need to find things out rather your great enter-
prise to make an organism which is also a spirit to make
that terrible oxymoron a spiritual animal to take a poor
primate a beast with nerve endings all over it a creature
with a stomach that wants to be filled a breeding animal
that wants its mate and say now get on with it become a
god 133

lewis was no metaphysician but he refused to put up with
the ontological bullying implicit and often explicit in the
modern assaults on christian orthodoxy whether from within
or without he constantly sought to expose what he called the
chronological snobbery of our time the uncritical accep-

tance of the intellectual climate common to our own age and
the assumption that whatever has gone out of date is on that
account discredited 4 for lewis as for G K chesterton
christianity even when watered down is hot enough to boil all
modern society to rags 3 but he had no time for a watered
down or liberal christianity

A liberal christianity which considers itself free to alter
the faith whenever the faith looks perplexing or repellent
must be completely stagnant progress is made only into a re-
sisting material 6

lewis was caught up in the romance of orthodoxy and all of
his writingswri rings are drenched with the quality of the real uni

owen barfield introduction in light p xxxix
C S lewis A grief Ohobservedserved new york seabury press 1961 p 57

4cac S lewis surprised byhy joy the shape of my early life new york
harcourt brace and company 1955 p 207

G K chesterton orthodoxy new york dodd mead and company
1950 p 218

C S lewis god in the dock essays on theology and ethics ed by
walter hooper grand rapids michigan william B eerdmans publishing
company 1970 p 91 hereinafter this book will be referred to simply as
god inin the dock
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verse the divine magical terrifying and ecstatic reality in
which we all live we feel in our face the sweet air blow-
ing from the land of righteousness 7 when we enter the
christian world of C S lewis 8

it was one of lewis s contentions as a literary scholar that
generally speaking the biographical details of an artist s life
were of less importance and less value in understanding his
work than the work itself 9 and he was very specific about
why he had written his own books

I1 wrote the books I1 should have liked to read that s always
been my reason for writing people won t write the books I1
want so I1 have to do it for myself no rot about self ex
pressionjopression JO10

but since lewis lived the doctrines as well as he defended
them an acquaintance with some of the significant aspects of
his life can deepen our appreciation of his work

clive staples lewis was bomborn in belfast ireland in 1898
his education was in the classical tradition and by the time he
entered oxford university he was already at home in several
languages he learned the art of logical argument so thorough-
ly from the tutor who guided his preparation for an oxford
scholarship that for the rest of his life no one could put him
down in debate even if the stronger argument was not on his
side 11 he read so widely and deeply that few if any of his
professorial peers could match his breadth in knowledge of
literature his acceptance at oxford came concurrently with
his entry into the british army he took his training at the
university a delightful boot camp and soon left for the
trenches in france his military interlude was cut short when
he was wounded in action

returning to school after the war lewis took firsts in
every area for which he read and upon finishing his formal
studies in 1924 began his academic career teaching philosophy
at oxford after one year he was selected to a fellowship in

C S lewis george macdonald an anthology garden city N Y
dolphin books 1962 p 27 preface by lewis and 365 brief excerpts from
the works of macdonald
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english and this appointment occupied the bulk of his work-
ing life for nearly thirty years he remained at oxford until
1954 when he moved over to cambridge university to occupy
a new chair in medieval and renaissance literature which
chair he resigned shortly before he died his death passed
nearly unnoticed occurring as it did on 22 november 1963

in his early teens lewis had rejected his inherited anglican
faith and embraced a mild form of atheism but during his
university and early professorial years he came gradually to the
conclusion that christianity was the only viable explanation of
the ultimate questions of life this commitment to the chris-
tian gospel which began with his intellect soon spread
throughout his life to inform and illuminate his imagination
and indeed all his behavior lewis struck me as the most
thoroughly convertedcon verted man I1 ever met christianity was never
for him a separate department of life 12

with the publication of the screwtapeScrew tape letters in 1942
lewis gained worldwide attention as an articulate defender of
christian orthodoxy As he continued to write book after book
on christian subjects he attracted a vast group of admirers
many of whom corresponded with him seeking advice about
their personal problems as well as information about things he
had written the following letter is a brief but characteristic
example of the latter it was written to a woman inin salt lake
city shortly after the death of lewis s wife 13

dear mrs garrett 12 sept 1960

As you see from the book the whole lesson of my life
has been that no methods of stimulation are of any lasting
use they are indeed like drugs a stronger dose isis needed
each time and soon no possible dose isis effective we must
not bother about thrills at all do the present duty bear
the present pain enjoy the present pleasure and leave
emotions and experiences to look after themselves thats
the programmeprogrammaprogramme isnt it

with all good wishes
yours sincerely

C S lewis

although letter writing became an unwelcome task of ma-
jor proportions in his life lewis was unfailing in the compas

god inin the dock p 12 this is walter hooper s observation
1I express deepest thanks to mrs ray garrett for her kind permission to

publish this letter mrs garrett cannot recall the precise question she asked
lewis but she wrote to him after reading surprissurprisurprisedsed byhy joy
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sion and courtesy which guided his replies chad walsh notes
that he was a genuine pastoral counsellor via the postal sys-
tem to many fellow pilgrims 14 the book of his letters which
W H lewis his older brother collected and published several
years ago gives the reader great insight into the man the final
letter in the collection was very characteristic of his last days
and shows his warmth

thanks fforor your note yes autumn is really the best of the
seasons and I1 m not sure that old age isnt the best part of
life but of course like autumn it doesndoean t last 15

in the letters lewis appears even more clearly as a man who
was totally committed to christianity his excitement with
literature his delight in good friends and his practice of true
charity emerge on every page one comes to realize the diver-
sity of his interests and even more to appreciate the richness
of his symbolic universe the insights which made his books
important to the many made each letter important to the re-
cipient no professional theologian has filled such a calling in
our time

THE purgatorial perspective
most people come to lewis through screwtapeScrew tape and the

book s popularity is not without reason it purports to be a
seriesserlesseriesserles of letters from a senior devil screwtapeScrew tape to his nephew
wormwood who has just been posted to his first tempter
ship on earth adopting the purgatorial perspective of screw
tape giving devilish advice to wormwood lewis highlights
the dilemma and drama of a soul trying to enter into the
christian life

in the introduction to the 1962 edition of the book he
comments on the public reaction to the work and on his own
feeling for it of all the questions which have been asked
him sincesince its first publication

the commonest question is whether I1 really believe inin the
devil the proper question is whether I1 believe inin
devils I1 do that isis to say I1 believe in angels and I1 believe
that some of these by the abuse of their free will have be-
come enemiesenemies to god and as a corollary to us these we may

chad walsh impact on america in light p 116
C S lewis letters of C S lewis ed with a memoir by W H lewis

london geoffrey bles ltd 1966 p 308 hereinafter referred to as lett-
ers
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call devils they do not differ in nature from good angels
but their nature is depraved devil is the opposite of angel
only as bad man is the opposite of good man satan the
leader or dictator of devils is the opposite not of god but
of michael 16

any theologically literate latter day saint will find this state-
ment most remarkable especially coming from a non mor
mon lewis goes on to say

I1 believe this not in the sense that it is part of my creed but
in the sense that it is one of my opinions my religion would
not be in ruins if thisopinionthis opinion were shown to be false 17

after trying to sort out some of the elements in his read-
ing which influenced his use of the device of devilish letters
he comments on the source of his insights into human foibles
and weaknesses

some have paid me an undeserved compliment by supposing
that my letters were the ripe fruit of many years study inin
moral and ascetic theology they forgot that there isis an
equally reliable though less creditable way of learning how
temptation works my heart I1 need no others show
eth me the wickedness of the ungodly 18

As we shall see this is a major component in lewis s religious
writing and probably the source of his effectiveness in reaching
the hearts as well as the minds of his readers

each of the letters concentrates on one aspect of christian
life and points to the difficulties encountered in trying to live
the doctrines of christ the work is full of epigrammatic gems
which concentrate paragraphs of extensive exposition into a
few sentences

he god the enemy wants men to be concerned with
what they do our business is to keep them thinking about
what will happen to them

once you have made the world an end and faith a means
you have almost won your man and it makes very little dif-
ference what kind of worldly end he isis pursuing

it does not matter how small the sinssins are provided that their
cumulative effect is to edge the man away from the light
and into the nothing murder is no better than cards if cards

C S lewis the screwlapescrewtapescremScrew rapetapelapetage letters new york the macmillan com-
pany 1964 p vii paperback edition

ibid
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can do the trick indeed the safest road to hell is the gradual
one the gentle slope soft underfoot without sudden turn-
ings without milestones without signposts
you see it isis so hard for these creatures to persevere the
routine of adversity the gradual decay of youthful loves and
youthful hopes the quiet despair hardly felt as pain of
ever overcoming the chronic temptations with which we have
again and again defeated them the drabness which we create
in their lives and the inarticulate resentment with which we
teach them to respond to it all this provides admirable
opportunities of wearing out a soul by attrition

each reader has his favorite letter depending upon the
problem that troubles him most screwtapeScrew tape is a book diabolic
inin form but celestial in effect the man who cannot use it as
a mirror is a man who has not lifted himself to the level of
self knowledge a man for whom repentance has no meaning
because he has never acknowledged his sins nor correctly
named the ills of all men

THE USES OF ARGUMENT

in most of his other theological books lewis usually takes
one particular problem or question and develops it at length
some of his titles indicate the subjects he considers the prob-
lem of pain 1940 miracles 1947 reflections on the
psalms 1958 the four loves 19601960 letters to malcolm
chiefly on prayer 1964 each of these books is rewarding
one seldom will find better books regardless of the subject
and as aids to the living of the christian life they are always
notable and frequently major classics in religious writing

lewis was often at his best in the essay and sermon col-
lections of these are published in various books and there is
some duplication between them the principal books of reli-
gious essays include the weight of glory 1949 the
worlds last night 1960 christian reflections 1967 and
god inin the dock 1970 falling more or less in this category
is the most comprehensive of lewis s books mere christianity

1952 which isis made up of a series of talks he gave over the
BBC during the second world war the chapters are brief
and very basic explanations of the doctrines common to all
traditional christians about the only place where a latter
day saint would depart completely from what lewis says
comes in the final section here he tries to explain and defend
the traditional doctrine of the trinity he makes the best of an
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impossible task and it is doubtful that the trinitarian mystery
could ever receivereceive a clearer or more appealing presentation

there is no way to indicate the richness of all these works
one example must serve and it must be acknowledged from
the start that lewis like all good writers isis better than any
summary of him 19 in a sermon entitled learning inin wart-
ime 20 lewis presents an argument which might be of greater
interest to readers of this journal than to the typical man on
the street by following the course of his sermon one can get
the flavor of lewis s useofusefofuse of formal argument to present chris-
tian doctrine the occasion which gave rise to the sermon was
the outbreak of war inin the autumn of 1939 the immediate
audience is made up of scholars and students

the opening question isis fairly simple what business do
scholars have pursuing their profession inin the midst of a great
war when their work does not directly aid the war effort Is
this not a form of fiddling while rome burns

to a christian the true tragedy of nero must be not that
he fiddled while the city was on fire but that he fiddled on
the brink of hell you must forgive me the crude monosyl-
lable I1 know that many wiserwiser and better christians than I1 inin
these days do not like to mention heaven and hell even inin a
pulpit I1 know too that nearly all the references to this sub-
ject in the new testament come from a single source but
then that source isis our lord himself people will tell you it
is st paul but it isis untrue these overwhelming doctrines
are dominical they are not really removable from the teach-
ing of christ or of his church if we do not really believe
them our presence in this church isis great tomfoolery if we
do we must sometime overcome our spiritual prudery and
mention them

the question which a war presents is only a variation of
the general question every christian must ask himself at any
time how can I1 spend time on any academic or professional
concern when each of us is advancing either to heaven or to
hell lewis believes that we must viewview every calamity that
befalls us inin the proper perspective

war creates no absolutely new situation it simply aggra-
vates the permanent human situation so that we can no longer

the best collection of brief passages isis A mind awake an anthology of
C S lewis clyde S kilby ed new york harcourt brace & world inc
1968

C S lewis learning in wartimewar time in the weight of glory new
york the macmillan company 1949 ppap 435443 54
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ignore it human life has always been lived on the edge of a
precipice human culture has always had to exist under the
shadow of something infinitely more important than itself
if men had postponed the search for knowledge and beauty
until they were secure the search would never have begun
we are mistaken when we compare war with normal life
life has never been normal

plausible reasons have always existed for putting off cul-
tural activities but men by nature seek beauty and knowledge
in the face of disaster so we are still faced by the question
how can I1 be so frivolous and selfish as to think about any-

thing but the salvation of human souls while lewis feels
that our whole life can and indeed must become religious
it does not become so in the sense implied by this question
we cannot separate our daily activities into sacred and secular
categories and then purge the secular areas from our lives
even if this were desirable it is not going to happen if a per-
son seeks to suspend his intellectual and aesthetic activity be-
cause of a crisis like a war the end result would only be to
substitute a worse cultural life for a better

if you dont read good books you will read bad ones if you
don t go on thinking rationally you will think irrationally
if you reject aesthetic satisfactions you will fall into sensual
satisfactionsntis factions

neither the claims of war nor the claims of religion will re-
move from our lives the daily activities which form the basis
of our existence however the things we might do in our lives

such as learning lifesavinglife saving cannot be ends in themselves
but should have another end in sight that is they cannot be
pursued single mindedlywindedly the rescue of drowning men is
then a duty worth dying for but not worth living for

A man may have to die for our country but no man must
in any exclusive sense live for his country he who surren-
ders himself without reservation to the temporal claims of a
nation or a party or a class isis rendering to caesar that
which of all things most emphatically belongs to god him-
self

religion cannot occupy our whole life in the sense of ex-
cluding commonplace things although in another sense it must
occupy the whole of life god s claim on us is total and we can
only refuse it or begin to try to grant it there is no middle
ground but the proper living of the gospel does not exclude
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normal human activities they will continue but with a new
end whether ye eat or drink or whatsoever ye do do all to
the glory of god

all our merely natural activities will be accepted if they are
offered to god even the humblest and all of them even the
noblest will be sinful if they are not christianity does not
simply replace our natural life and substitute a new one it isis
rather a new organization which exploits to its own super-
natural ends these natural materials

we must be careful to avoid the conceit that cultural or intel-
lectual activities are in and of themselves meritoriusmeritoriousmeritorius as
though scholars and poets were intrinsically more pleasing to
god than scavengers and bootblacks

the work of a beethoven and the work of a charwoman be-
come spiritual on precisely the same condition that of being
offered to god of being done humbly as to the lord this
does not of course mean that it isis for anyone a mere tossuptoss up
whether he should sweep rooms or compose symphonies A
mole must dig to the glory of god and a cock must crow
it would seem that the life which we can best lead to

the glory of god at present isis the learned life

the intellectual life isis not the only road to god nor the
safest but we find it to be a road and it may be the appoint-
ed road for us of course it will be so only so long as we
keep the impulse pure and disinterested that isis the great dif-
ficulty we may come to love knowledge our knowing
more than the thing known to delight not in the exercise
of our talents but in the fact that they are ours or even inin
the reputation they bring us every success inin the scholar s life
increasesincreases the danger if it becomes irresistible he must give
up his scholarly work the time for plucking out the right
eye has arrived

cultural life will exist whether good christians participate
in it or not if we are not prepared to defend our position if
intellectuals do not come to the defense of the faith this be-

trays the uneducated and lays them open to the attacks of evil
men good philosophy must exist if for no other reason be-
cause bad philosophy needs to be answered the learned or
intellectual life thus for some becomes a duty it becomes our
offering to god and it is our way of serving our brethernethernbretherdbr

returning to the immediate problem which the war has
posed lewis presents three mental exercises or answers which
can be used to overcome the three great enemies of scholars

and all men in crisis situations
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the first enemy isis excitement we must realize that war
has not really raised up a new enemy but only aggravated an
old one there are constantly rivals to one s work and war
deserves no special notice

if we let ourselves we shall always hee waiting for some dis-
traction or other to end before we can really get down to our
work the only people who achieve much are those who want
knowledge so badly that they seek it while the conditions are
still unfavourable favourableFavourable conditions never come

the second enemy is frustration the feeling that we will
not have time to finish our work again there is a way of deal-
ing with this problem we should cultivate the attitude of

leaving futurity in god s hands we may as well for
god will certainly retain it whether we leave it to him or
not never inin peace or war commit your virtue or your hap-
piness to the future it isis only our daily bread that we
are encouraged to ask for the present isis the only time in
which any duty can be done or any grace received

the third enemy is fear war threatens us with death and
pain but there is no question of death or life for any of us
only a question of this death or that what does war do to
death it certainly does not make it more frequent 100 per-
cent of us die and the percentage cannot be increased war
does force us to remember death war makes it more real and
that should be regarded as a blessing

we see unmistakably the sort of universe inin which we have
all along been living and must come to terms with it if we
had foolish christianunchristianun hopes about human culture they are
now shattered if we thought we were building up a heaven
on earth if we looked for something that would turn the
present world from a place of pilgrimage into a permanent
city satisfying the soul of man we are disillusioned and not
a moment too soon but if we thought that for some souls
and at some times the life of learning humbly offered to
god was in its own small way one of the appointed ap-
proachesproaches to the divine reality and the divine beauty which
we hope to enjoy hereafter we can think so still

with that observation lewis concludes his argument one
must be impressed by the sheer comon sense of his approach
to the problems of christian living in all of his works you
find a radiant and utterly real quality hard to find in other
twentieth century writings 21 no matter what he wrote lewis

11light11light p 116
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sought to present the truth of the matter as he understood it
indeed this was the core of his witness

the great difficulty is to get modern audiences to realize that
you are preaching christianity solely and simply because you
happen to think it true they always suppose you are preach-
ing it because you like it or think it good for society or some-
thing of that sort 22

THE DEFENSE OF DOCTRINE

A comparative question is often raised about lewis why is
he so effective in presenting his message when so many chris-
tian writers are so mediocre his obvious brilliance is not a suf-
ficient answer many brilliant men are also very confused part
of the answer is that lewis had a clear idea of what he was
trying to accomplish as a christian writer and he knew the
problems facing any defender of the doctrines however the
apparent ease with which he handles religious problems did
not come naturally to him at first

I1 don t wonder that you got fogged in pilgrims regress it
was my first religious book and I1 didnt know then how to
make things easy 23

despite his intellectual credentials lewis considered his great-
est task to be reaching the average man indeed what one of his
less charitable colleagues called the educationally unwashed
during the second world war he often spoke over the BBC
on religious topics and was a frequent visitor to air bases and
army barracks where he conducted many discussions this ex-
perienceperience gave him a fresh insight into the problem of religious
language

when I1 began christianity came before the great mass of my
unbelieving fellow countrymen either inin the highly emotional
form offered by revivalistsrevivalists or in the unintelligible language
of highly cultured clergymen most men were reached by
neither my task was therefore simply that of a translator

one turning christian doctrine or what he believed to be
such into the vernacular into language that the unscholarly
people would attend to and could understand 24

this was the real test

any fool can write learned language the vernacular is the

god in the dock ppap 909190 91
23letters23letters p 248
ngod2godgod in the dock p 183
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real test if you cant turn your faith into it then either you
don t understand it or you don t believe it 25

by stressing an approach which would appeal to unscholar-
ly people lewis did not abandon scholars nor anyone else for
that matter in one article he made a list of theological terms
which he claimed meant a different thing to the average man
than to the theologian he maintained that as long as the theo-
logian persisted in using technical language the people would
not respond 26

one thing at least is sure if the real theologians had tackled
this laborious work of translation about a hundred years ago
when they began to lose touch with the people for whom
christ died there would have been no place for me 27

because of his common touch and seemingly effortless
style some pedantspedanus both theological and literary criticized
lewis for being lightweight or even frivolous at times
when asked once about this he replied that

some people write heavily some write lightly I1 prefer the
light approach because I1 believe there is a great deal of false
reverence about there isis too much solemnity and intensity in
dealing with sacred matters too much speaking in holy
tones there isis a difference between a private and devo-
tional life and a corporate one solemnity is proper in church
but things that are proper in church are not necessarily proper
outside and vice versa for example I1 can say a prayer while
washing my teeth but that does not mean I1 should wash my
teeth inin church 28

whether you consider his style to be light or magisterial there
is no doubt that lewis was one of the great stylistsstylists of the en-
glish language in this century his colleague and friend nevill
coghill once asked him

whether he had to make ten or twenty drafts as I1 have to
of anything he wished to print no he said he just made a
rough copy then corrected it and made a fair copy and that
was it the gift of phrase was instantaneous inin him and that
must partly account for his huge output but there was a
plentitude of mind as well as a swiftness of phrase to help
him he never put a nib wrong 29

25Ibidibjd p 338558358
oldoijibidwid ppap 891038910589 103105
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in various places he offers advice on how to write which il-
luminatesluminates his own art here is a conciseconcise example

the way for a person to developedevelopeddevelope a style isis a to know
exactly what he wants to say and b to be sure he is saying
exactly that the reader we must remember does not start
by knowing what we mean if our words are ambiguous our
meaning will escape him I1 sometimes think that writing isis
like driving sheep down a road if there isis any gate open to
the left or the right the readers will most certainly go into
it 30

the special affliction of religious writing is that bad writers
think that their subject matter guarantees communication with
the reader they also seldom know they are bad writers
lewis touches on this problem as he concludes his enchanting
discussion of medieval literature and the conceptual universe
which lay behind it he admits that the most typical vice of
the literature of that time isis sheer unabashed prolonged dul
ness

one sees how the belief inin a world of builtinbuilt in significance
encourages this the writer feels everything to be so inter-
esting in itself that there isis no need for him to make it so
the story however badly told will still be worth telling the
truths however badly stated still worth stating he expects
the subject to do for him nearly everything he ought to do
himself outside literature we can still see this state of mind
at work on the lowest intellectual level people who find
any one subject entirely engrossing are apt to think that any
reference to it of whatever quality must have some value
pious people on that level appear to think that the quotation
of any scriptural text or any line from a hymn or even any
noisenoise made by a harmonium isis an edifying sermon or a co-
gent apologetic 31

lewis was never guilty of letting the subject do his work
for him he is constantly at the reader s side urging him on
even inin his professional works there is no question that a real
person is speaking what many writers consider to be a prop-
er scholarly detachment he recognized as being too often a
sort of scholarly disinterest a lack of concern for the reader
even less impressive for lewis were writers who sought con-
stantly to be on the crest of the latest wave of fashion espe-
cially of religious fashion

god in the dock p 259
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our business is to present that which is timeless inin the
particular language of our own age the bad preacher does
exactly the opposite he takes the ideas of our own age and
tricks them out in the traditional language of christianity
youryjour teaching must be timeless at its heart and wear a
modern dress 32

As he sought to present the doctrines of traditional chris-
tianityti lewis brought all of his immense talent as a writer to
bear on the problems he discussed in book after book he
sought to make things easy for his reader but this never
meant compromising the doctrines they were timeless and un-
changing it meant rather presenting the message of the gos-
pel in a way which would slip through the almost unconscious
assumptions built up by the secularism of the modern world
the barnaclesbarnacledbarnacles of disbelief which encrust the mind and mute its
sensitivity to spiritual stimulation he sought to touch the
source of belief in each reader

in the introduction to a book on the state of christianity in
britain 3313 lewis noted that the author had established one
major reason for the decline of religious belief it lay in the
simple fact that christianity was not being presented to the
youth of the country as a viable alternative there is nothing
in the nature of the younger generation which incapacitates
them for receiving christianity if any one is prepared to tell
them they are apparently ready to hear 34

lewis was doing his best to tell them but the greatest
obstacle he faced in trying to get people to pay honest attention
to the christian message was that

A sense of sin is almost totally lacking we address peo-
ple who have been trained to believe that whatever goes
wrong in the world isis someone else s fault the capitalists
the governments the nazis the generals etc 35

he felt that in order to understand the importance of chris-
tianity each person had to face himself and his own situation in
the world As soon as a man becomes aware of god as god
and of himself as self the primary choice has to be made be-
tween god and self all men are sinners and each man must
acknowledge that fact before christianity becomes relevant to

godGW in the dock ppap 939493 94
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him the problem is one of having to convince people they are
sick before the cure can be preached while the essential key is
the sense of sin lewis was less sure of the best way to em-
ploy it

I1 cannot offer you a watertightwater tight technique for awakening the
sense of sinsin I1 can only say that inin my experience if one be-
gins from the sinsin that has been one s own chief problem dur-
ing the past week one isis very often surprised at the way this
shaft goes home but whatever method we use our continual
effort must be to get their mind away from public affairs
and crimecrime and bring them down to brass tacks to the
whole network of spite greed envy unfairness and conceit
inin the lives of ordinary decent people like themselves and
ourselves 36

it is in this effort that lewis excels he was constantly
aware that a good preacher will preach out of his own experi-
ence for while each man is unique each man must overcome
very similar obstacles in his presentation and defense of the
doctrines of christianity lewis repeatedly emphasized practi-
cal application rather than theoretical justficationjustification thus his
appeal is not curtailed by doctrinal differences it was lewis s

contention that a man s theology was less important than the
condition of his spirit and his attitude toward god

THE USES OF imagination
austin farrer has noted that lewis s great value as a chris-

tian writer was his many sidedness 1337 despite the fact that he
wrote in many different modes lewis maintained that they
were all the outcome of a single perception

the imaginative man inin me isis older more continuously oper-
ative and in that sense more basic than either the religious
writer or the critic it was he who made me first attempt

with little success to be a poet it was he who inin response
to the poetry of others made me a critic and in defense of
that response sometimes a critical controversialist it was he
who led me to embody my religious belief inin symbolical
or mythopoeic forms ranging from screwtapeScrew tape to a kind of
theologisedtheologised science fiction and it was of course he who has
brought me in the last few years to write the series of nar
nian stories for children not asking what children want and
then endeavouring to adapt myself this was not needed

ibid p 96
light ppap 25 26
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but because the fairy tale was the genre best fitted for what
I1 wanted to say 38138311

it can be argued that these imaginative works will be the most
enduring of all that lewis wrote owen barfield lewis s life-
long friend felt that the novel till wewl e have faces was the
most muscular and powerful product of his imagination 39

however the book never has sold well and remains the secret
delight of those who happen upon it by chance or design

in the early 1940s lewis published three books the
theologisedtheologi sed science fiction to which he refers above out

of the silent planet perelandraPerelandra and that hideous strength
this space trilogy was the product of an attempt to redeem
for genuinely imaginative purposes the form popularly known

as science fiction 1 I40 in making such an attempt he al-
so created an ideal for all other writers in this genre while the
three books are loosely connected by plot they are bound to-
gether by the mythopoeic symbols and background they share
stella gibbons noted that lewis as a writer of imaginative fic-
tion had superb authority something which is missing in
most contemporary fiction 41 there is little if any science in
this fiction he draws rather on his knowledge and love of
medieval literature for his cosmology as well as for what can
only be a private joke in the second book

at one point he quotes a reputed authority one natvili
cius as a starting point for future investigation on the sub-
ject of his eldila roughly angels 42 there is a curious re-
semblance between this latin authority and the pseudonym
lewis often used when he published his poetry nat whilk
anglo saxon for 1 I know not whom 43 this adds little to the
story but it reveals the enjoyment of the author in creating
imaginative worlds

one reader wrote to lewis inquiring about some of the
symbols used in the trilogy

the VIIvil bears and the atlantean circle are pure inventions
of my own filling the same purpose inin the narrative that
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noises off wd in a stage play numinor is a misspellingmis spelling
of numenor which like the true west isis a fragment from
a vast private mythology invented by professor J R R tol-
kien at the same time we all hoped that a good deal of the
mythology would soon become public through a romance
which the professor was then contemplating since then the
hope has receded 44

while this was written in 1952 the time period referred to was
about ten years earlier it was not until 1956 when due in
large part to lewis s urgings and encouragement if not down-
right insistence tolkien did publish the romance the lord
of the rings the friendship between these two men was of
long standing lewis revealed in his autobiography that tol-
kien was one of the two men most instrumental in his return
to christianity in the late 1920s 445 for many years they met
with a few 0otherther close friends almost weekly and read to each
other from their works in progress A constant fixture of
these sessions was a chapter or two of tolkien s new hobbitbobbit
screwtapeScrew tape is dedicated to tolkien and the two scholars once
contemplated a book together however lewis correctly pre-
dicted the result

my book with tolkien any book in collaboration with
that great but dilatory and unmethodical man is dated I1

fear to appear on the greek calends 46

there is an underlying harmony between the lord of the
rings and the lewis trilogy although on the surface they are
very different works at a deeper level they are based on the
same conception of imaginative fiction as well as on what G
K chesterton called the ethics of elfland 47 lewis often re-
commended tolkien s work to his correspondents as an excel-
lent mouthwash for the imagination 14848141 a delightful way to
clear out the bad taste inin both senses created by so much of
contemporary fiction and fantasy the recommendation is
equally valid for lewis s own works

lewis enjoyed playing with language inventing new words
by sound and all of his fiction bears the imprint of this play

I1 am always playing with syllables and fitting them together
purely by ear to see if I1 can hatch up new words that
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please me I1 want them to have an emotional not intellectual
suggestiveness the heaviness of glundalund for as huge a planet
as jupiter the vibrating tintillating quality of virtrilbiavir trilbia for
the subtlety of mercury the liquidity of maleldilMaleldil 49

A discussion of lewis s fiction must concentrate on his
craft because there is no way to convey the sheer delight of the
books themselves whose imagination is not kindled by a
chapter about how they have pulled down deep heaven on
their heads 50 the atmosphere of desperate courage of wild
romance of great deeds done in the face of hopeless odds in-
fuses all of lewis s fictional works these qualities become
most poignant and most pronounced in the chronicles of nar-
nia the series of seven children s books he wrote in the early
1950s here as was ever the case he was writing the books he
wished he could have read but this was why he wrote his
books not how lewis s fiction always began when he saw
pictures

in a certain sense I1 have never exactly made a story
with me the process isis much more like bird watching than
like either talking or building I1 see pictures some of these
pictures have a common flavour almost a common smell
which groups them together keepauietkeep quiet and watch and they
will begin joining themselves up if you were very lucky 1I
have never been as lucky as all that a whole set might join
themselves so consistently that there you had a complete
story without doing anything yourself but more often in
my experience always there are gaps then at last you have
to do some deliberate inventing have to contrive reasons why
these characters should be in these various places doing these
various things I1 have no idea whether this is the usual way
of writing stories still less whether it is the best it is the
only one I1 know images always come first 51

the reason a story became a children s story and not some-
thing else was simply

because a children s story is the best art form for some-
thing you have to say just as a composer might write a dead
march not because there was a public funeral inin view but
because certain musical ideas that had occurred to him went
best into that form 52
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narnia is a secondary creation 58 a world which touches
our own only through magic it is not the scene of christian
allegory although the various books are clearlydearly christian in
substance it is the working out of a supposition

what might christ become like if there really were a world
like namianarnia and he chose to be incarnate and die and rise
again in that world as he actually has done inours54in ours54

in namianarnianabianabla the christ is a great lion asian at the end of
the fourth book some of the human children who were drawn
into narnia by magic are preparing to leave and they ask
asian when they might return

dearest said asian very gently you and your brother
will never come back to narnianamia

oh asian said edmund and lucy both together in
despairing voices

you are too old children said asian and you must
begin to come dose to your own world now

it isnt namia you know sobbed lucy its you we
shant meet you there and how can we live never meeting
you

but you shall meet me dear one said asian
are are you there too sir said edmund

1I am said asian but there I1 have another name you
must leamlearn to know me by that name this was the very rea-
son why you were brought to namianarnia that by knowing me
here for a while you may know me better there 8555

such is the purpose of the entire series of books

these books which are now published in paper as well as
hardback in the united states are good beyond hope for the
parent who seeks something with which to baptize his child s

imagination they embody the very quality lewis himself first
felt in the writings of his mentor george macdonald 1I
should have been shocked in my teens if anyone had told me
that what I1 learned to love in phantastesphantasiesPhanPhantrastesasiestastes a fantasy by mac-
donald was goodness 56 lewis repaid his debt to macdonald
many times over with the narnia tales

see J R R tolkien on fairy stories in essays presented to charles
williams ed by C S lewis grand rapids michigan william B eerdmans
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LEWIS AND LATTERDAYLATTER DAY SAINTS

someone like C S lewis does not appear very often either
in the world of letters or the world of lay theologians any-
one sincerely interested in communicating the gospel message
effectively can learn much from him but lewis was more than
a good christian writer he was a good christian A review of
one of lewis s books in this journal made the point that lat
ter day saints need not to go to him to learn what to believe
but we can turn to him to learn how to be better christians 57

A critical reader can find many points of doctrine wherein he
differs from us but we must not hold lewis guilty for not
having the insights that come from modern revelation and
these differences in doctrine do not diminish his power as an
articulate ally in the cause of christian decency we some-
times forget that there are pearls of great price not produced
in our own oyster beds despite his reliance on traditional
christian doctrines lewis remains an author who is without
peer in his effective advocacy of many elements of the gospel
of jesus christ

one of the pleasures of reading non mormon writers comes
from the sense of intimacy which occurs when our theological
outlook is confirmed and well expressed after reading lewis
most latter day saints can hardly believe he had no contact
with the church especially with the book of mormon I1 have
been told of at least one person who sent him a book of mor-
mon and of another who sent him selected passages from the
same scripture there may have been others it would be fas-
cinatingcinating to learn that he replied to such an approach but to
date I1 have no knowledge of such a reply

however a search through the entire body of lewiss
works for indications of some knowledge of the church pro-
duces some probable references none of them could be called
sympathetic it may well be that the references are not to the
church but it is easy to see the possibility lewis was almost
fanatically private in his personal life one of his students has
written that in the entire experience he had with lewis as his
tutor lewis never attempted to push his christianity on his
pupil if there were christian elements in the literature they
were studying lewis would explain them and move on 58 he

elouise bell book review of christian reflections brigham young
university studies IX winter 1969 p 222

john lawlor the tutor and the scholar in light p 72
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likely would not have taken much pleasure in a missionary con-
tact he felt that mind one s own business is a good rule in
religion as in other things 59

the following two passages from the letters indicate that
someone who was perhaps inin contact with the church wrote to
lewis and sought his advice in both cases the answers are
inconclusive

it is right and inevitable that we shdmhd be much concerned
about the salvation of those we love but we must be careful
not to exexpectectact or demand that their salvation sildslid conform to
some reasyready made pattern of our own some protestant sects
have gone very wrong about this they have a whole pro
gramme of conversionconversion etc marked out the same for everyone
and will not believe that anyone can be saved who doesnt go
through it just so 60

both letters were written to the same person

I1 am afraid I1 am not going to be much help about all the re-
ligious bodies mentioned inin your letter of march 2ndand I1 have
always inin my books been concerned simply to put forward
mere christianity and am no guide on these most re-

grettablegrettable interdenominational questions I1 do however
strongly object to the tyrannic and unscriptural insolence of
anything that calls itself a church and makes teetotalism a1
condition of membership 61

one need not take that final statement lying down and it isis
certainly fair to remind lewis of one of his most important in-
sights

the doctrines which one finds easy are the doctrines
which give christian sanction to truths you already knew the
new truth which you do not know and which you need must
inin the very nature of things be hidden precisely inin the doc-
trines you least like and least understand 62

or as he put it elsewhere

if our religion isis something objective then we must never
avert our eyes from those elements inin it which seem puzzling
or repellent for it will be precisely the puzzling or theezelegelrepel-
lent

I1

which conceals what we do not yet know and nneed to
know 63

the onlyony explicit reference inin his writings comes in an es
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say lewis wrote concerning the impact of the authorized
version of the bible on english literature

the influence may show itself in architectonics very
few english writers have undergone an influence of that sort
from any book of the bible tupperscuppersTuppers proverbial philosophy
and the book of mormon are perhaps instances 64

1I have found nothing else in his works which would indicate
his contact with the church was more than casual and unat-
tentivetentive

lewis s defense of christian orthodoxy is naturally attrac-
tive to those who hold the same beliefs and the response
generated by his insights into christian living may be explained
in his own words

that indeed seems to be one of the magical laws of the very
creation in which we live that the thing we know already
the thing we have said to ourselves a hundred times when
said by someone else becomes suddenly operative it is a part
of chadescharleschanleschanies williams doctrine isnt it that no one can
paddle his own canoe but everyone can paddle someone
elsesalses 65

lewis instructs us so well in the behavioral realities of chris-
tian life that rationalization becomes less and less easy but
there is far more than a comfortable confirmation of our own
doctrines and more than just another reminder that we do not
live as we know we should

one result of reading lewis is that he sends his readers
constantly back to the bible that was the only scripture he
recognized but he was able because of his classical training
to read it more perceptively than most christians today this
ability was the source of many of his insights in a world beset
by burgeoning immorality lewis s argument for chastity comes
directly from the bible but comes with the power of a fresh
insight others have missed

now the second reason for chastity involves the whole
christian view of sex it is all contained in christs saying
that two shall be one flesh he says nothing about two
who married for love the mere fact of marriage at all
however it came about sets up the one flesh there is a
terrible comment on this in 1I cor vi16VI 16 he that is joined

C S lewis the literary impact of the authorisedauthorized version in se-
lected literary essays cambridge at the university press 1969 ed by
walter hooper p 136

letters p 236
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to an harlot is one flesh you see apparently if christian-
ity is true the mere fact of sexual intercourse sets up between
human beings a relation which has so to speak transcenden-
tal repercussions 66

lewis constantly argues for the acceptance of the universal
laws which underlie our spiritual order for a spiritual ecol-
ogy in which the laws and principles enunciated by jesus
christ are intertwined 67117 and he generally does not appeal
for long to people who are not also students of the scriptures
whether scriptural literacy is a precondition or whether he
compels scriptural confrontation is not important the result is

it is unlikely therefore that lewis could become a fad
as did tolkien for a while through the popularity of the lord
of the rings lewis demands too much of his reader for casual
attention to suffice in all that he wrote he sought no compro-
mise with reality he knew that making assertions about the
most ultimate facts isis a high risk kind of activity and yet he
believed and affirmed without qualification that the claims of
christianity provide the only true account of the world any
honest man he felt when confronted with them could only
seek to know the doctrine 68 lewis was able to deal with
fundamentals without being fundamentalisticfundamentalistic he sought to
revive christian belief in the minds of men without being re-
vivalisticvivalistic in this disposable age of paper plates and paper
philosophies which are good for one use only lewis insisted
that all things had to be tested spiritually rationally and ex-
perientially before an honest man could give allegiance to
them he believed that christianity met every test

latter day saints can affirm that it is a pleasure and a chal-
lenge to be instructed by lewis all of his works are touched
with the light of christ and infused with his yearning for god
all that he wrote was written to the glory of the lord and his
position is never in doubt

I1 believe in christianity as I1 believe that the sun has risen
not only because I1 see it but because by it I1 see everything
else 69

so it was with him and so it must be with us
115ibid115ibid p 184

nealneat A maxwell for the power is in them salt lake cityaty
utah deseret book company 1970 p 1

see the excellent argument in man or rabbit in god inin theibe dock p
108

C S lewis Is theology poetry in they asked for a paper london
geoffrey bles 1962 p 165



balance in
latter day saint teaching

charles R hobbs

our lord has spoken clearly in his revelations to the proph-
ets on what is right and what is wrong in our personal con-
duct and social relations he has revealed to man the saving
ordinances of the priesthood he has revealed the doctrine of
eternal progression which sets forth a profound purpose po-
tential exaltation with god

but it is interesting that the lord has offered little inin the
scriptures about the specifics of how to teach the gospel the
scriptures do stress that we should teach by example and by the
power of the holy spirit and by his own teaching the lord
demonstrated diethedle worth of teaching with parables 2 of sponta-
neity inin teaching as helieiteile structured lessons out of questions
raised 3 and of communicating love while teaching 4 but he has
said very little on specifically how we are to teach the gospel
this he has left largely to us to find out

latter day saint educators parents church teachers and
officers have the responsibility of finding and implementing
effective ways of teaching the gospel we all need to find out

several of the ideas in this paper were adapted from a doctoral dissertation
by the author an investigation of selected educational conditions within the
latter day saint community teachers college columbia uniuniversityverscity new
york city N Y 1970 the problem statement of the dissertation isis by what
processes is the new generation inducted into valued doctrines and institutions
of the latter day saint community 1.1

dr hobbs isis executive secretary of teacher development and coordinates the
program for improvement of instructinstructionon of priesthood and auxiliary teachers in
the church he has served inin variousvarious administrative positions with the depart-
ment of seminaries and institutes of religion and has written several publica-
tions on the latter day saint teaching process

see matt 516 48 1 tim 412 dacd&c 4214
see matt 1513 for example
note matt 2215222215 22 344034 40
john 1334351334 35 23 15817158 17
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how we can increase our power to influence others to live the
revealed doctrines of christ by power we mean simply the
teacher s ability to produce attitude changes which implement
gospel doctrines since we influence others inin many ways the
ideas discussed here form only one suggested way of increasing
the educator s ability to influence others with a desired effect

BASIC components OF LATTERDAYLATTER DAY SAINT TEACHING AND

SOME OF THEIR interrelationships
A common saying in secular educational circles is that the

ideal teaching situation consists of mark hopkins sitting on one
end of a log and a pupil on the other 5 what I1 read into this
notion is that the ideal is to get a great teacher in a face to face
relationship with a student together the two can meaningfully
share ideas initiated by the teacher with the intent of certain
change being generated in the student much can be said for
this ideal but we must first consider its existing rudiments

the mark hopkins arrangement consists basically of a
teacher a student an idea and a log fundamentally these
properties exist in all teaching the teacher is the transmitter6transmittertransmitters6

or initiator 7 of ideas the student is the receiver the ideas we
will call subject matter or that which is being taught 8 the log
symbolizes materials or physical resources used to help trans

this remark originated from a speech delivered to the williams college
alumni on 28 december 1871 by general later president james A garfield
garfield was a student of mark hopkins the latter having served with distinc-
tion as professor of philosophy at williams college for over fifty years and as
college president thirty six of these years garfield has also been quoted by
some as saying the ideal college is mark hopkins on one end of a log and a
student on the other possibly a more accurate account by garfield however is
the statement 1 I am not willing that this discussion should close without men-
tion of the value of a true teacher give me a log hut with only a simple
bench mark hopkins at one end and I1 on the other and you may have all the
buildings apparatus and libraries wwithoutthoutphout him see houston peterson great
teachers new york vintage books 1946 p 75 encyclopaedia byllBrilbritannicaannica

1960 XI 738 dumas malone ed dictionary of american biography new
york charles scribner 1964 V 216

thishis idea of transmission is taken from john dewey democracy and edu-
cation new york the free press 1966 ppap 141 4 for a brief discussion on
dewey s transmission and LDS doctrine see charles R hobbs an investiga-
tion of selected educational conditions within the latter day saint community
unpublished dissertation teachers college columbia university new york
city N Y 1970 ppap 151615 16

peters gives an excellent discussion on initiation as an educative process
drawing from peters we might say that the teacher initiates the student into
ideas being taught R S peters education as initiation reginald D arch-
ambaultarnambaultbault ed philosophical analysis and education new york the humanities
press 1965 ppap 8711187 111

this definition of subject matter was taken from john herbert A system
for analyzing lessons new york teachers college press 1967 p 17
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mit ideas materials consist of all physical properties useful in
instruction

each of these four components teacher student subject
matter and materials has relevancy to the others it is indeed
the way in which their constituent parts are organized which
largely determines the success or failure of establishing desired
changes in the student As in systems theory which has made
success possible in notable undertakings such as placing man on
the moon effective teaching calls for planning the interrela-
tionshiption ship of vital factors which have bearing on hoped for re-
sults our basic model then would appear as given in figure 1

teacher

subject matter materials
what isis beinglaughtbeing taughtlaught physical resources

OLUUCILLstudent

fig 1 basic components of teaching

we usually think of teaching in a formal classroom setting
but in this model a parent driving his car to grandmother s

house could well be the teacher and his child in the passenger
seat the student with the car possibly serving as both subject
matter and materials teachinoteachingTeteachingachino takes place in other daily activi-
ties such as at the dinner table on the ski slope or inin the
church hallway after a meeting as well as in a formal priest-
hood sunday school or seminary class

wherever the four teaching components interrelate in pro-
cess teaching exists in some form conversely all teaching
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situations possess these components the extent of instructional
power is determined by expedient controls brought to bear on
the organization of the teaching components

when the necessary balance is attained an equilibrium of
power exists among the teaching components sufficient to pre-
vent any one component or its parts from becoming strong
enough to inappropriately exclude another to say it another
way a consequence of balance is power which is produced by
appropriate distribution of focus on the intrinsic qualities of
teacher student subject matter and materials but balance
does not necessarily imply equal emphasis to the four compo-
nents for example materials might be deemphasized on some
occasions to attain balance mark hopkins s best moment in
teaching might have been in the use of only a log for materials
on the other hand the student might find himself in a well
balanced instructional environment that isis almost completely
mechanical such as role playing the Sumarian game with a
talking typewriter each teaching moment will call for its own
unique type of emphasis as expedient measures are considered
in instructional planning

relationship OF SUBJECT MATTER TO TEACHER AND STUDENT

if a teacher focuses on the subject matter to the exclusion
of student needs and interests he will limit the possibilities of
changing the student the teacher must establish relevancy be-
tween subject matter and the student s world by way of illus-
trationtration the gospel teacher will share with the football player
ideas about the lord s game of life the teenageteen age girlgirtgiri who
is interested in making herself physically attractive will be
taught ways of becoming spiritually attractive the restless
child who wants to enjoy physical play will be led by the teach-
er in an instructional body action song such as 1 I have two
little hands which helps transmit the subject matter

we have all observed some teachers of the gospel giving
overemphasis to subject matter by means of rigid theological
exposition paying excessive attention to the ideas being taught
the teachers appear stereotyped setting forth usually through
the lecture method doctrines of their convictions they focus
for the most part on the teacher subject matter relationship to
the considerable exclusion of teacher student teacher materials
subject matter materials student subject matter and student
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materials relationships here both the effect of a mark hop-
kins and a functional use of the log are missing and the stu-
dent is only vaguely in view

many progressivesprogress ives in secular education in the 1920s and 30s
gave much emphasis to the experience of the student out of
the progressive movement came such cliches as 1 I don t teach
subject matter I1 teach students it is not uncommon even to-
day to hear church teachers puppet this progressive idea of
course the properly balanced view in discussion of student and
subject matter would be 1 I teach students subject matter

one of the serious side effects in this deemphasis of sub-
ject matter is a consequential deemphasis of academic excel-
lence academic excellence connotes intellectual merit and is
promoted by giving considerable meaningful focus to subject
matter teaching students subject matter with effective use of
materials gives the fundamentals for balance in attaining aca-
demic excellence

in the history of latter day saint curriculum many courses
of study for priesthood and auxiliary classes have presented
only the content of subject matter they were written as regu-
lar historical or doctrinal books presenting only ideas to be
taught with no offering to the many inexperienced teachers in
the church of how to organize these ideas for instruction this
neglect has not strengthened teaching in the church

relationship OF MATERIALS TO SUBJECT MATTER TEACHER
AND STUDENT

the teacher must find and develop uses of materials which
would best help transmit subject matter to the student he may
find flannel board materials for teaching certain ideas about
the plan of salvation to be more effective than a recorded talk
on the subject in another teaching moment the voice and spir-
it of the teacher would be the media used to obtain optimal
power there are no best materials to use in all teaching
situations what is best can be determined only in terms of
each teaching moment in the specific relationship of teacher
student subject matter and materials

while some teachers teach students and others teach sub-
ject matter some others ride materials hobby horses one
teacher will insist on having an overhead projector for every
lesson he teaches another in outright laziness or chronic in
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security will habitually readseadzead his lessons from books another
will use few other materials but pictures 9 but the teacher with
optimal power on the other hand will be both flexible and in-
ventiveven tive he will often try new materials which he will have
selected and prepared for their support of what is being taught
and all this liehelleile will do in relation to the needs understandings
and inteinterestsresis of the student

the instructional media specialist is making an excellent
contribution to teaching with his improved and new instruc-
tional materials but because of his focus on media he faces
the constant hazard of imposing imbalance by overemphasis on
the materials he might thereby sometimes actually limit in-
structional power for example a motivating movie may not in
some cases have as much instructional value as a meaningful
teacher student discussion or be as helpful as having a student
become directly involved in role playing a personal problem he
is attempting to resolve

sometimes instructional equipment even distracts from ideas
being taught in one gospel class I1 observed a small group of
boys so intrigued by the light in a filmstrip projector that they
were oblivious to the message on the screen A projector can
have considerable instructional utility but focus of student at-
tention on the ideas being taught is the commanding aspect of
power to influence

there are many effective materials which enhance instruc-
tional power these materials are particularly useful to the
teacher who might lack charisma or the ability to communicate
well an overhead projector or tape recorder can actually serve
as a crutch to the less effective teacher some people do not be-
lieve in crutches but if a crutch will help a man get where he
wants to go why not use it quality instructional materials
used skillfully and in proper balance help poor teachers to do
better and help better teachers to excel

relationship OF THE SPIRIT OF THE HOLY GHOST TO TEACHER

AND STUDENT

spiritual excellence which should be of particular import to
the gospel teacher is assisted through appropriate balance of
the four teaching components harmonious arrangements at-

with a child who is yet in the concrete operations stage of learning the
use of many pictures may give appropriate balance
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tainedbained through balance set the stage for spiritual experience
shared by teacher and student because of the relevance and
compatibility that is engendered but gospel teaching is dis-
tinctivetinc tive inin that to be most powerful it must involve a fifth
component the spirit of the holy ghost the complete model
would then appear as follows in figure 2

teacher holy ghost

subject matter materials
what isis being taught physical resources

student3luuciil

fig 2 basic components of latter day saint teaching

it was mentioned earlier that the scriptures instruct us to
teach by the spirit the holy ghost can become a second teach-
er for he testifies and reconfirms to the sincere student the
authenticity of truth which isis taught by the worthy teacher 10

optimal and ultimate power rests with god the truly signifi-
cant power is found inin the teacher who keeps the command-
ments of god loves his students which I1 am convinced is the
great commandment inin teaching and then teaches by the power
and guidance of the holy spirit

As with our earlier model the teacher who best produces
worthy effects maintains a balance by skillfully organizing0 all
five components of teaching it is not hard to remember indi-
viduals of great faith lulling classes and audiences to sleep due

based on john 1416171416 17 26 1526 moroni 105 dacd&c 5013145013 14
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to poor organization of the teaching components and ineptness
of communicating ideas to other people yet many latter day
saint educators often fall short in teaching by the spirit most
of us are not as close to the lord as we ought to be and be-
cause of this we as well as the students are the losers

occasionally teachers whose spiritual perceptions are
skewed appear on the scene the more radical of them may
tend to equate everything by the spirit and in some instances
go so far as to start spiritualist movements it has been known
to happen such individuals depart so far from a balanced per-
spectivespective that the very component they seek to embrace so tena-
ciouslycious ly the holy spirit eludes their grasp and they are left
holding fast to a spirit that is foreign to god

A teacher must maintain a proper balance by attending to
the realities of thedie student s life as lessons are presented with-
in such context of reality the teacher should seek to make the
lord his constant companion inin his private life and upon ap-
propriatepropriate occasions should seek to provide his students with
deeply meaningful spiritual experiences

relationship OF TEACHER AND STUDENT IN meaningful
experience

it would be very difficult for a church teacher officer or
parent to have meaningful religious experience with a studentastudent
without first being an exemplar of christ s doctrine for how
can one implant in others moral principles that he has not come
to understand appreciate and live himself As isis taught in the
priesthood teacher development program you teach what
you are it is with the educator that the student appropriately
identifies when the parent officer or teacher lives christ s
teachings he becomes in a sense the subject matter and material
in action if he then with a delicate sensitivity builds a bridge
into his student s world to feel the pulsations of the pupil s

heart and the two openly share feelings of love they will find
themselves in a meaningful relationship but it takes time pa-
tience and sacrifice of self interests to accomplish this end
and this quality of rapport is usually much more difficult to
attain inin groups than in an ongoing face to face relationship
with an individual there is merit in frequently having a log
with only two ends to sit on this is why the home can be such
a powerful school of learning the relationship of the teacher
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parent and student child is frequent continuous and usually
face to face the instruction is individualized

the meaningful religious relationship is not tempered with
compulsion but with persuasion and choice when the teacher
attempts to force he violates christ s doctrine of free agency
through denial of another s freedom and thereby a divine edu-
cationalcational precept is exploited

power to influence the student on the other end of the log
is couched in sensitivity and adaptability to the student s feel-
ings this implies care respect trust and is manifest in an in-
terpersonalterpersonal fusion of the two indivindiaindividualsiduals power to influence
is particularly manifest inin that man or woman who is a living
example of the latter day saint doctrine he or she professes it
is much easier for a student to love a teacher and internalize
his presentments if the teacher is intrinsically good

meaningful experience between teacher and student is of
course enhanced through intellectual understanding as well as
through effective understanding for example as the student
comes to comprehend the doctrine of mercy and justice in rela-
tion to the atonement of jesus christ the teacher who imparts
this knowledge brings his protege into his own world of intel-
lectual understanding the sharing of knowledge as well as the
sharing of feeling has a magnetic fusing effect

meaningful experience is further enhanced by opportunities
being provided for the student to practice christ s doctrine in
social relationships much then can be said for the gospel class-
room or home with controlled social activity john dewey
noted that a fundamental criterion in measuring the worth of a
form of social life is the extent to which the interests of a
group are shared by all its members dewey held that a com-
munity which makes provision for participation in its good of
all its members on equal terms implies a particular social
ideal 12 in my observation I1 have found no religious or political
organization that so inclusively sweeps the individual into the
mainstream of its tenets through social experience as does the
latter day saint church church doctrine permeates almost
every waking moment of the orthodox latter day saint pre-
cepts of honesty and other lofty ideals carry into his daily work

erich fromm the art of loving new york harper & row 1956 p
15

john dewey democracy in education new york the free press
1966 p 99
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routine and much of his free time is spent inin social relation-
ships in church activity but it is up to the parent church
teacher and officer to see that the student is meaningfully in-
volved inin practicing christ s doctrine inin social exchange with
other orthodox latter day saints

for example if in a meaningful way a student hears the
teacher relate a faith promoting experience which brings out
the value of prayer then in the thinking of the student the
doctrine of prayer is justified to be practiced when the stu-
dent bears his own testimony of the value of prayer he is in
process of justifying the value of the doctrine of prayer by an
expression of having tested it through practice when church
doctrines and experienced practices are used to justify and re-
flect each other their realities are sustained inin the thinking of
the participants relating scriptures to life experiences isis
another form of this justifying technique we as latter day
saints often use this approach inin testimony meetings talks and
prayers without fully recognizing its significant educational
value

there are yet two matters which pertain to the teacher
student relationship of which the educator should be aware for
these matters have significant bearing on the parent s church
teacher s and officer s lack of effectiveness in influencing stu-
dents to live the revealed doctrines of christ first the educa-
tor often falls short in preparing the student to cope with the
larger society on academic and moral issues second the latter
day saint student suffers from a lack of continuity of religious
experience in the church

COPING WITH THE LARGER SOCIETY THE TEACHER STUDENT
relationship

many young people being raised in the church are brought
up under somewhat of a protective canopy from the entice-
ments of the world along with parents and siblings they hold
family prayer attend church regularly have weekly home even-
ings do not break the word of wisdom pay a full tithing
and generally love their fellowmenfel lowmen many of their friends are
active latter day saints with similar patterns of conduct oth-
ers in the church however are exposed early in life to world-
ly practices being raised in less wholesome environments the
principle of accessibility suggests that we tend to internalize
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thoughts and practices whether they are good or bad which
are most available or accessible to us 13

those individuals and stimuli nearest the student in mean-
ingful relationships will therefore tend to have the most signi-
ficant influence on the student continuous accessibility to or-
thodox latter day saints and church doctrine and continuous
inaccessibility to values incongruent with church values would
then appear to be the ideal environment for educating the stu-
dent but the problem remains that sooner or later the student
will be exposed to worldly ideas the latter day saint edu-
cator must then prepare the student early in life to cope with
unorthodox values in addition to initiating the student into
latter day saint teachings and practices the educator would
appropriately expose the student to conflicting ideas un-
der controlled conditions in such ways as to justify and en-
trench the revealed doctrines of christ in his thinking

the parent teacher and officer would then identify the
problems with which the student must one day cope for exam-
ple the wise educator would be aware of the new attitude
about sexual freedom and the many ways it is propagandized
through the mass and private media the educator would iden-
tify the trend of rebellion against authority he would be aware
of the nihilistic and anarchistic movements the educator
would assess conditions pertaining to drug abuse alcoholism
and smoking he would understand the evil implications of
certain hard rock music if he has students in higher education
he would have insights into such theories and philosophies as
organic and social evolution freudian psychology and existen-
tialism which may be claimed to suggest incongruenciesincpngruencies with
christ s doctrine then with much care the educator would
prepare his student not only dressing the student well in the
doctrinal armor of christ but also assessing with the student
the strategy of the evil forces in forthcoming inevitable attack

to illustrate this method of coping an alert mother who
has a teenageteen age daughter saw a hollywood star on TV wearing

hot pants the mother suspecting that a new fad for expos-
ing the female body was being introduced called in her daugh-
ter and told her about the new trend that she suspected was

charles R hobbs an investigation of selected educational conditions
within the latter day saint community unpublished doctoral dissertation
teachers college columbia university new york city new york 1970 p
106106log
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starting they discussed the sacredness of the body in terms of
church teachings and the daughter formed the opinion that
hot pants were in poor taste the daughter influenced her

best friend with the same attitude the two girls then formed
an alliance that they would never wear hot pants if the
mother educator had waited to cope with the problem of hot
pants until the daughter was influenced by the mass media
and peers to wear them the story might have ended quite dif-
ferentlyferently worldly philosophies and other moral issues can be
effectively coped with in this same way by using christ s doc-
trine as the framework and criteria for determining truth and
right this I1 think is part of what christ meant when he said

seek ye first the kingdom of god 14 A student who has
not been prepared to meet the forthcoming incongruencies of
life has not received a properly balanced latter day saint edu-
cation

PROVIDING continuity OF RELIGIOUS experience
THE TEACHER STUDENT relationship

there is considerable emphasis in the church to provide the
student with a correlated curriculum this means that attempts
are being made to sequence gospel teachings in courses of study
to reduce redundancy and to emphasizeemphasi2e what is considered
needed by students in various age groups this approach of
course has sound educational underpinnings 15 where attention
is particularly needed however is in correlating the experiences
of each individual student in other words the experiences of
the individual student need to be balanced

latter day saint education is a continuous unfolding from
within for the best effect in this unfolding process each suc-
cessive experience of the student should be brought into a con-
tinuous order each experience should not only meet its imme-
diate purpose but assist experiences which follow for the indi-
vidual each performance of the student should be balanced
with those which both precede and come after it so as to
achieve order in experience 16 the educator must then provide
a continuity of initiations into church teachings and practices

matt 633
bruner has been among the leaders in proposing a structured sequenced

curriculum in public schools see jerome bruner toward A theory of instruc-
tion new york W W norton and co 1966 ppap 394239 42

adapted from john dewey democracy in education new york the
free press 1966 ppap 232523 25
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latter day saint educators are not yet significantly successful
in accomplishing this

continuity of experience is made possible particularly
through the student s participation with significant others I1

would define significant others as individuals most meaning-
fully accessible to the student parents are of course signifi-
cant others but church officers and teachers can also play this
role though to a lesser extent but the officer or teacher must
have frequent ongoing meaningful contact with the student
the excessive turnover of officers and teachers as well as sub-
stitutions and absenteeism gives but limited opportunity to the
student to form an identity with his educators

the latter day saint student has many teachers for exam-
ple a male teenagerteen ager is taught by parents MIA leaders a sun-
day school teacher priesthood advisors and a seminary teacher
in addition to school teachers and others each parent church
officer and teacher may have little idea what the others have
taught because of past teachings the student already knows
much of what he is now being taught within a week s time a
certain teaching might be redundantly repeated again and
again to the student clearly each successive religious exper-
ience isis not building meaningfully on preceding experiences

what can be done to improve a student s continuity of ex-
perienceperience with parents church officers and teachers parents
should prepare home evening lessons regularly and prepare
well with each child s needs in mind parents should spend
every possible minute with their children in ways that are
meaningful to the children officers and teachers should be
dedicated to those under their care meet every expected com-
mitmentmitment and go the second mile in visiting with and getting to
know the student and the student s parents A concentrated ef-
fort should be made to decrease the frequency of substitution
and turnover of officers and teachers all who are in a present
teacher or officer role of influencing an individual student
should meet frequently inin correlating the experiences of that
individual such an approach in balancing the religious experi-
ence of each individual student will offer more power than a
far removed curriculum committee spending untold hours try-
ing to determine whether the atonement should be taught to
fifteen or sixteen year olds

there is significant merit in the frequent continuous and
meaningful relationship between teacher and student plato was
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continuously with socrates for some ten plus years aristotle be-
gan a long study with plato about twenty years before plato s
death at age eighty one james mill gave daily intensive in-
structionst to his son john stuart throughout the boy s childhood
and adolescence christ spent the better part of three years with
his apostles day after day and often into the night preparing
them in gospel ideals instructional power has something to do
with making orthodox teachers as well as the subject matter of
gospel teachings secure in the pupil s experienced existence

SUMMARY

we can increase our power to influence others to live the
revealed doctrines of christ by attaining instructional power
through appropriate balance of the intrinsic qualities of the
teacher student subject matter and materials components we
must also recognize that the spirit of the holy ghost is an es-
sential ingredient in effective latter day saint education when
appropriate balance in the use of these five factors is attained
in the teaching process an equilibrium of power exists in
changing the lives of students



joseph smith and
the 1826 trial
new evidence and
new difficulties

MARVIN S HILL

in the late winter of 1826 according to an early account
peter bridgeman a nephew of the wife of josiah stowell pre-
sented a written complaint against joseph smith at south
bainbridge new york which led to his arrest and trial as a
disorderly person since the time that fawn brodie in her

biography of joseph smith2smithsmitha2 accepted as authentic the account
of the trial published inin the schaaf herzog encyclopedia of
religious knowledge 1883 3 it has been a source of sharp
conflict among the students of early mormonism 4 perhaps the
primary reason for mormon opposition to thediedle record is the
alleged admission it contains made by joseph smith that he had
been searching for lost treasure by means of a stone

after brodie s book was published other versions of the
trial were discovered one by AWB AW benton pub-
lished in 1831 in the evangelical magazine and gospel advo-
cate and another by a prominent physician W D purple of

1 I1 wish to thank james B allenalienailen richard L anderson merlin 0 baker and
dallin H oaks for their advice on some technical aspects of this paper
dr Hhillhlll11 isis assassistantstant professor of history at brigham young university he
isis presently engaged inin researching and writing a biography of joseph smith

cancelled
no man knows my history new york alfred A knopf 1945
vol II11 ppap 1576771576 77

francis W KIkirkham challenged the validity of the record inin new witness
for christ in america independence mo zion s printing and publishing co
1942 ppap 37094370 94

volvoi 11II 9 april 1831
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chenangoChenango county who wrote in the chenangoChenango union in 1877 6

A version very similar but not identical to the schaaf herzog
was found to have been published earlier in fraseteraserfraser s maga-
zine in 1873 7

these versions of the trial were submitted to some seruscru-
tiny by hugh nibley inin the myth makers in 1961 8 nibley
challenged the validity of the schaaf herzog report primarily
because the original document has never appeared although it
was said to have been taken to utah by emily pearsall the
niece of justice albert neely who supposedly tried the case
nibley said we have only the testimony of miss pearsall that
the record ever existed and that came through bishop daniel
S tuttle of the episcopal church in salt lake city who pub-
lished the schaaf herzog report

by examining the pearsall purple and benton accounts
which he noted are contradictory 9 nibley raised the question
whether the charge of vagrancy indicated by purple was plausi-
ble when the testimony itself shows that joseph worked for
josiah stowell at his request 10 nibley also suggested the possi-
bility that there might have been some confusion between a
trial which did occur at bainbridge in 1830 with one in 1826
that perhaps did not nibley argued that benton probably made
up the story of the 1826 trial applying some of the details
from the 1830 affair and getting his ideas of joseph s stone
peeping from articles by obediah dogberry published in the
palmyra reflector in that year 11

just recently however reverend wesley P walters of the
united presbyterian church in marissa illinois discovered
some records in the basement of the sheriff s office in nor-
wich new york which he maintains demonstrate the actuality
of the 1826 trial and go far to substantiate that joseph
smith spent part of his early career in southern new york as
a money digger and seer of hidden treasures A periodical in
salt lake city which heralded walters s findings said they
undermine mormonism and repeated a statement by hugh

nibley in the myth makers if this court record is authentic

633 may 1877
new series london february 1873 p 225

salt lake city bookcraft p 143
among other things nibley observed that benton and purple differ as to

josephs fate after the trial benton sasaidsaldd he escaped purple that he remained
in chenangoChenango county a few weeks see p 151

ibid ppap 14748147 48
ibid ppap 15657156 57
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it is the most damning evidence in existence against joseph
smith 12

walters s discovery consisted mainly of two documents
the first was a bill of costs presented to local authorities by
justice albert neely in 1826 which identified joseph smith as
the glass looker and indicated that he was charged at the

trial with a misdemeanor neely s bill reported that his total
charges for the case were 2682.68268 the precise amount shown in
fruFraeraserssers magazine

walters s second find was a bill by the local constable
philip dezeng dated 1826 13 which indicates that not only was
a warrant issued for joseph smith s arrest but also a mittimus
which walters believes must have been issued after the trial
ordering the sheriff to escort joseph out of the county walters
contends that the mittimus thus proves that joseph smith was
found guilty 14

A preliminary investigation by the writer at the sheriff s
office inin norwich new york confirmed that walters had
searched thoroughly the bills of local officials dated in the
1820s many of which were similar to the two bills in question
the originals however were not at the sheriff s office but in
walters s possession presumably they will be available for
study at a later date until then the final question of their
authenticity must remain open if a study of the handwriting
and paper of the originals demonstrates their authenticity it
will confirm that there was a trial in 1826 and that glass look-
ing was an issue at the trial despite nibley s argument to the
contrary this has remained a distinct possibility since oliver
cowdery acknowledged in the LDS messenger and advocate
in 1835 that while joseph smith was in southern new york

some very officious person complained of him as a disorderly
person and brought him before the authorities of the county
but there being no cause of action he was honorably acquit-
ted

cowdery made it clear that this occurred prior to joseph s re-

the12 salt lake messenger august 1971 nibley s statement is found on
p 142 of his work

rev walters sent this writer a photographic reproduction of dezengsDeZengs
bill it has been published in jerald and sandra tanner s joseph smiths 1826
trial salt lake city modern microfilm co 1971 p 6

see waltersssalterssWal terss argument in tri town news sidney N Y 25 august
1971
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ceivingceiling the book of mormon plates he said that following the
trial joseph

continued to receivereceive instructions concerning the coming forth
of the fulnessfalness of the gospel from the mouth of the heavenly
messenger until he was directed to visit again the place where
the records were deposited 15

but despite any new evidence many of the contradictions
demonstrated by nibley cannot be dismissed and some addi-
tional difficulties now appear doubt still remainsremains as to the
authenticity of the testimonies published in Fraerasersfrasesfraserssers and by
purple because the details of these vary the bills found by
walters clarify some points but add to the confusion on others

As already indicated in eraFraefaeraserssers peter bridgeman is re-
ported to have made the charges against joseph no reason is
given dr purple who claimed justice neely asked him to
take notes at the trial recalled in 1877 that it was the sons of
josiah stowell who brought the allegations because they were
afraid that joseph s encouragement of their father s money
digging was depriving them of their anticipated patrimony
AW benton said that it was the public who had joseph
arrested after becoming wearied with the base imposition he
was palming upon the credulity of the ignorant oliver
cowdery attributed the charges to an officious person

contradictions on the nature of the charge are also evident
erasersfrasersFrasers indicated joseph was accused of being a disorderly
person and imposterimpostor purple said joseph was arrested as a
vagrant without visible means of support benton said joseph
was tried as a disorderly person a charge which oliver
cowdery also repeats

walters s discoveries do not help us on this matter the
bill of justice neely does not reveal what the charge was only
that joseph was tried for a misdemeanor it is curious that in
the other cases included on the bill specific charges such as
assault and battery and petit larceny ficfirsicsic are given it is

interesting and perhaps significant that in another document
found by walters the 1830 bill of justice of the peace joseph
chamberlain who tried joseph smith in the 1830 trial the
charge is specifically stated a disorderly person 16 this
fact along with the vagueness of the charges in neely s bill

october 1835pp18351855 appp 201202201 202
A photocopy of this bill was also sent to the writer by rev walters
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constable philip dezengsDeZengs bill of costs
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necessitates the question being raised did erasersfrasersFrasers benton and
cowdery confuse the charges in 1826 with those in 183018501830 we
have evidence that benton and cowdery were both involved in
the 1830 affair 17 and they possibly could have confused the
charges inin the two trials if so of what was joseph smith ac-
cused in 1826 A misdemeanor might be many things as
the term simply designates a minorminor offense was the charge
vagrancy disorderliness being an impostor or was it de-
liberatelyliberately left vague because treasure hunting as joseph prac-
ticed it with stowell did not violate any specific new york
law it is generally known among historians that digging was
common inin western new york in this period how many such
persons were held accountable and to what law these are
questions that need answering before any fair assessment of
the trial can be made

there are also discrepancies regarding who testified at the
trial neither benton nor oliver cowdery provide any trial
testimony so they are not relevant here erasersfrasersFrasers schaaf her
zog and purple do with some interesting variations while
erasersfrasersFrasers says nothing with regard to horace stowell the
schaaf herzog account indicates he was the third witness ac-
cording to constable dezeng s bill subpoenas were served on
twelve witnesses erasersfrasersFrasers gives the testimony of five purple
four schaaf herzog six were there other witnesses if so
who were they and what did they say there is no evidence
that the testimonies of only unfriendly witnesses were printed
since josiah stowell was a friend of joseph smith and thomp-
son also professed to be still we could make a fairer evalua-
tion if we had the full record

according to both eraFraefaeraserssers and purple joseph smith was
the first witness testifying against himself there is no mention
of any counsel for the defense although we know such was
permissible since joseph was allowed counsel in the 1830
trial 18 erasersfrasersFrasers and purple gave different accounts of joseph s

testimony erasersfrasersFrasers reports that joseph said he spent most of
his time with stowell farming and going to school with only
a small part of the time devoted to money digging he admit

benton according to joseph smith brought the charges which led to his
arrest in 1830 cowdery was a witness in the 1830 trial see joseph smith
history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints brigham H roberts

ed 6 vols salt lake city deseret book co 1951 1I 97 and bentonsbensonsBentons
description of the 1830 trial in the evangelical magazine and gospel advocate

see joseph smith history 1I 89
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ted that he had a stone which he used to look for treasure and
looked for stowell several times he said that formerly he
had looked for lost articles with the stone but had lately given
this up he insisted that he did not solicit this kind of work

in the purple account joseph purportedly went into more
detail on how he found the stone learning of it from a girl in
the neighborhood who through means of her own stone
showed him its location buried beneath a tree many miles away
purple said joseph claimed the stone enabled him to annihilate
time and distance that it was an all seeing eye and gave
him attributes of deity purple also said joseph exhibited the
stone in court and that it was the size of a hen s egg

although these two accounts are not mutually exclusive in
some ways the purple testimony is more incriminating since
purple may have taken the only notes at the trial 19 it is pecu-
liar that he should record one set of facts at that time and re-
member something quite different in 1877 of course he ad-
mitted in 1877 that he had since told and retold the story many
times he did not say that he used notes to write the 1877 arti-
cle and some evidence suggests he was relying on memory
purple calls josiah stowell isaiah stowell which is the kind
of error that might result from a reliance upon memory pur-
ple admitted his sources for his article were some vivid recol-
lections his writing of the events when the trial occurred and
frequent rehearsals since he does not say he referred to his
notes when he wrote his article 20

Fraeraserssers lists josiah stowell as the second witness but pur-
ple indicates joseph sr was next to testify against his son
stowell is listed by purple as the third witness purple gives an
interesting account of father smiths testimony saying that
he and his son were mortified that this wonderful power

which god had so miraculously given should be used only
in search of filthy lucre joseph sr added that he wished
his heavenly father was to manifest his will concerning this

marvelous power he trusted that the son of righteousness

judging from the justice of the peace records from manchester and
chenangoChenango counties which I1 have seen testimony as extensive as that recorded
in erasers was not customary if we may believe purple however he was re-
quested to take notes by justice neely thus it is possible that these were after-
ward written into neely s docket book but we need to know more about how
they got into print and who handled them in between time

possibly the notes had by that time 1877 been taken to utah nibley
also believed purple relied on his memory see nibley p 145
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would some day illumine the heart of the boy and enable
him to see his will concerning him while such testimony
would contradict some things in joseph s personal history
nonetheless it does suggest that joseph sr had a religious
concern which transcended money digging

the Fraeraserssers and purple accounts of josiah stowell s testi-
mony do not entirely agree while both have stowell testifying
that he believed in joseph s divining powers purple has stowell
saying joseph could see treasures fifty feet underground a
statement which brought a direct challenge from justice neely
stowell stuck to his story however and said he not only be-
lieved it but knew it both accounts give jonathan thompson
as the last witness but with widely differing and contradictory
versions of his testimony erasersfrasersFrasers has thompson relating how
he a man named yeomans and joseph smith went out at
night and began digging after joseph told them the exact posi-
tion of a treasure chest they dug several feet and struck
something with their shovel after which joseph looked into
his glass and became frightened seeing there an indian who
had buried the treasure and then killed his friend and buried
him to guard it thompson said he believed that joseph could
divine such things with his stone and recounted how the chest
which was enchanted kept settling away from them as they
dug

in the purple version of thompson joseph smith told
stowell that a band of robbers had buried a treasure and placed
a charm over it which could only be removed by fasting and
prayer they dug for the treasure to a depth of five feet but
decided they lacked sufficient faith to secure it they offered
the blood of a lamb as propitiation but the treasure continued
to recede from their reach

the matter of whether or not joseph smith was found
guilty remains an open question Fraeraserssers recorded his guilt but
AW benton indicated that although he was condemned
because of his youth he was designedly allowed to escape
purple contradicted them both recalling that the testimony of
deacon stowell could not be impeached the prisoner was dis-
charged 21

there is some reason to think purple may have confused 1830 with 1826
here since joseph makes it clear in his history that stowell s testimony did help
to bring a favorable verdict at the later trial see smith 1I 899089 90
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constable dezeng s bill may not settle this question as
readily as walters has supposed the relevant item in the bill
reads as follows

serving warrant on joseph smith of chenangoChenango co
subpoening 12 witnesses & travel
attendance with prisoner two days & I11 night
notifying two justices
10 miles travel with mittimus to take him

the bill does not indicate where joseph was to be taken walt-
ers argues that the warrant was sufficient to take joseph into
custody for the trial and that thediedle mittimus was issued after-
ward so that the sheriff could take joseph who had been
found guilty into custody and remove him from the county
on the surface this hypothesis does not seem likely if one con-
cedes that the Fraeraserssers report of the trial isis at least partially ac-
curate that source suggests that since a warrant and mittimus
were included in the trial costs that both were issued prior to
the trial it was customary in the nineteenth century to issue a
warrant for the arrest and a mittimus to the jailer to hold the
defendant for trial

these many contradictions cast some doubt upon the
trustworthiness of the testimony that was purportedly given
at thediedle trial and the accuracy of the reported conviction perhaps
some additional intensive research similar to what reverend
walters has done will lead to a discovery of neely s docket
book or purple s original notes if so we could obtain the ad-
ditionaldit information which is needed with respect to these
difficulties

in the meantime if the bills should prove authentic and
demonstrate that joseph smith was tried as a glass looker
what shall we make of him nearly everybody seems to have
conceded that if joseph smith was indeed a gold digger that
he was also a religious fraud this is a view however of our
own generation not joseph smith s joseph himself never
denied that he searched for buried treasure only attributing
the stories which circulated about him to his work with sto-
well 22 in one place he admitted that he did such work but
never made much money from it 23 martin harris who for
most of his life was a believer inin joseph smith only confessing

smith 1I 17
the elders journal I1 july 1838 43
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that he lost confidence in joseph smith while he was a
shaker inin the 1840s 2421 was quoted as saying that joseph and his
father were part of a company which searched for treasure 25

hosea stout who believed in the prophet said that the gold
plates were found by means of a seer stone 26

if there was an element of mysticism in joseph smith and
the other early mormonscormons which led them to search for trea-
sures in the earth it does not disprove the genuineness of their
religious convictions william purple admitted that josiah sto-
well was educated in the spirit of orthodox puritanism and
was officially connected with the first presbyterian church of
the town in a letter to joseph smith only part of which has
been published stowell made it clear that his deepest interests
in joseph smith and his movement were religious although too
ill to write his own letter he dictated to martha L campbell
that he hoped to come to nauvoo in the spring of 1844 he
says he has never staggered at the foundation of the work for
he knew too much concerning it mrs campbell wrote

if I1 understood him right he was the first person that took
the plates out of your hands the morning you brought them
in and he observed blessed isis he that seeth and believethbelieveth
and more blessed is he that believethbeli eveth without seeing he says
he has seen and believed he seems anxious to get there to
nauvoo to renew his covenants with the lord he
gave me strict charge to say to you his faith is good concern-
ing the work of the lord 27

it has been argued that joseph s religious pronouncements
in his history were written for public consumption and that in
reality he was a calculator and schemer who exploited the re-
ligious feelings of his people for his own ends 228 but this ig-
nores the deep sense of religious calling in the man which goes
far back into the history of his family for now it is instruc-
tive to take note of a letter which joseph wrote to his wife
emma in 1832 which suggests this dimension of his character

see thomas colbumcolburn s statement to this effect inin journal history 2
may 1855

tiffanyytiffanysTiffanys monthly V may 1859 164
juanita brooks ed on the mormon frontier the journal of hosea

stout 2 vols salt lake city the university of utah press 1964 11II 593
see the entry of 25 february 1856

B H roberts published an excerpt from the letter in his comprehen-
sive history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
city deseret news press 1930 1L 98 the revealing original is in the church
historian s office salt lake city utah

brodie ppap vii 5 16
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X

pppolepip

judge albert neelys bill of costs

because it was not written for public consumption it must bear
unusual weight

I1 have visited a grove which is just back of the town almost
every day where I1 can be secluded from the eyes of any mor-
tal and there give vent to all the feelings of my heart in
deadication sic and praizebraize sic I1 have called to mind all the
past moments of my life and am left to morn jirsicsic and shed
tears of sorrow for my folly inin suisustisulsuferingstiferingferingsuffering sic the adversary of
my soul to have so much power over me as he has had in
times past but god is merciful and has forgiven my sins and
I1 rejoice that he sendethsenneth forth the conferrerconferterConferter sic unto as
many as believe and humblethhumbleth themselves before him 29

it is time historians began to study this aspect of joseph s

personality no one who ignores it can understand him

the letter dated 6 june 1832 is in the mormon collection folder 1I
chicago historical society and has recently been printed in BYU Sludiesstudiesstudier
XIA summer 1971 ppap 5172351725517 2523



mormonism and the
commercial theatre

LAEL J WOODBURY

polygamy is an attempt to get more out of life than there
is in it said actress mary shaw in a curtain speech at the

fewnewnew york playhouse following the opening performance of
polygamy or A celestial marriage on 1 december 1914
written by harriet ford and harvey ohiggins and found-
ed on the mormonscormons secret practices the play was a scurrilous
attack upon the church of jesus christ of latter day saints it
epitomized the commercial world s practice of depicting in art
only the most sensational aspects of mormonism

at the same time however art a metaphor for thought
and feelingfeel ing documents how much society s attitude has
changed inin the last fifty years particularly do the voiced
language and lifelike action of theatre present especially clear
evidence of those changes and it is possible there to trace the
evolution from rejection to respect of the nation s posture to-
ward the church

polygamy was not the first play about mormonism a num-
ber of turn of the century dramatists exploited its troubled his-
tory several scenes in an aztec romance presented at the
manhattan opera house early in the century treated mormon
themes the girl from ulabutahulah was essentially a romantic melo-
drama which did not even attempt to analyze the church or its
problems the canitesdanitesDanites written by joaquin miller for actor
mckee rankin depicted the mormonscormonsMormons alleged thirst for ven-
geance against those who had abused them an effective drama
it was popular for several seasons de wolf hopper briefly

dr woodbury is assistant dean of the college of fine arts and communica-
tions brigham young university A recipient of the karl G maeser creative
arts award from BYU he has lectured and published extensively on the
theatre and its history

234
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turned the humorous possibilities of polygamy to his profit in
one hundred wideswivesvives a comedy written by william young
but the production did not endure

it was however the 1914151914 15 production of polygamy a
well mounted well acted major broadway production that
summarized america s prevailing negative view of mormon-
ism and inin turn no doubt reinforced and confirmed that view
on the other hand its hostility was so intense its structure so
flamboyant and its charges so inflated that it very likely
served the church to some extent by inviting rational minds to
take an objective look at mormonism s real history and doc-
trine

polygamy presents the thesis that a quarter century after the
eschewal of the plural marriage doctrine the church still re-
garded polygamy as a divine institution and command which it
vigorously enforced in secret while its wealth was used sub-
versivelyversively to control state and national legislation

the plot is complex it depicts daniel whitman and zina
his wife who are devoted to each other and to the church
zina s brother brigham kemball is an apostate who openly
defies the church and its supposed hypocrisy and who loves
annie grey a young lady who was compelled by the church
to marry an elderly apostle against the backdrop of a power
struggle within the church hierarchy and brigham kemball s
taunts that polygamy is still practiced by the church in spite of
statements to the outside world that it is not annie now a
widow is ordered by the prophet to marry zina s husband
daniel daniel and zina despair at this order but fearing the
financial ruin of her husband by the church and her separa-
tion from him in the next world if she refuses zina gives her
consent

annie and daniel are married but agree not to live to-
gether but annie can find no other shelter in salt lake city
it is emphasized to her that polygamy must be lived it is not
merely a nominal sealing annie runs away but is brought
back by an apostle s first and oldest wife bathsheba a practi-
cal woman and a shrewd politician who observes that there
is no way out for annie because all men are naturally polygapalyga
mists but seeing the despair of annie bathsheba gives her
savings of twenty years to the apostate brigham kemball so
that he can escape with annie from their persecutors
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the play s style is highly melodramatic one critical scene
ends when after the marriage zina approaches the closed bed-
room door and thinking dan and annie are within falls
shuddering to the floor the production s climactic scene occurs
in the temple when the apostle is confronted by his wife bath-
sheba who turns on him and threatens to appear before the
council of the twelve and accuse him of breaking his oath as
an apostle and plotting to succeed the prophet if he does not
let annie and brigham go

the play had impact inin precisely the way the authors in-
tended in an unidentified 1915 newspaper clipping in the
new york public library dr frank crane wrote after seeing
the play

A great passion that once showed itself inin terms of religion
of intense moral conviction aroused by superstition has turn-
ed into a fearful system hardened into an organization
which to save mens souls in the mass crushes them one by
one the american people have rather lost interest in
the mormonscormonsMormons most of us think that they are no longer ac-
tive no longer a menace and that their peculiar practice of
polygamy has ceased the only change however is that fromg
beingeing poor and defiant they have become rich and crafty
they have learned the devious ways of the corporation they
know how to crush and kill without getting the blood all
over their cuffs

although polygamy formed the main subject of the drama
a second indictment was that the church had become a ruthless
power successfully compromising the financial and political in-
terests of the nation even dr crane was astonished at the
magnitude of that thesis

and who can believe that polygamy is today a compact or-
ganization with unlimited funds controlling eastern banks
maintaining an active lobby at washington pushing its tenta-
cles everywhere by subtlest politics and holding in its iron
grip devoted women whose sublime faith lifts them from
heartbreak to loyalty and men who move as surely and as
secretly as the agents of the spanish inquisition or of the
council of ten in venice

equally defaming was the playwright s characterization of
the church as a national frankenstein and his charge that
he could not get conventional financial backing for production
of the play because managers told him that the mormon
church would ruin them financially if they put such an expoekpo
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sure on the stage we had to organize an anonymous produc-
ing company whose assets could not be uncovered and de-
stroyedst

an unidentified reviewer in the new york post of 2 de-
cember 1914 related a scene that purports to take place in the
salt lake temple it appears that the prophet seated on his
throne in the temple not only exercises an illimitable des-
potism over the families of all the saints and the apostles
themselves but like some imperial chancellor receives the re-
ports of his diplomatic agents from all parts of the united
states and the civilized world and issues mandates which states-
men and financiers at home and abroad must obey if they
would avoid defeat or ruinruin the reviewerreviewer found this scene and
its suggestion thoroughly unbelievable however and observed
that the affairs and aims of Mormonmormondomdorn are not altogether
a closed book to the intelligent public and nothing can be
gained by making them the subjects of grotesque misrepre-
sentationsen tation

it is apparent that polygamy was not entirely successful as
antichurchanti church propaganda despite its handsome production and
its manifest intent to persuade the audience that the play por-
trayed mormonism s actual practice other reviewers expressed
reservations about its structure and its logic inasmuch as brig-
ham kemball and annie resolved their problem simply by
leaving utah the question was raised why they did not es-
cape at the beginning of their conflict rather than afterward
hector turnbull writing in the new york tribune of 2 de-
cember 1914 observed

like most plays however that are built primarily to expose
an evil practiceac ice or a social sore the dramatic value of the

suffirserswork suffers somewhat from the eagerness of the authors to
bring home their message an elaborate web is built around
the central figures in rebellion and after it has been shown
in all its menacing impregnability for three acts which are
sometimes tense and always interesting the play ends with the
rebellious characters freed to love and be happy by the sim-
plest of devices escape which method of course with all
the material and religious sacrifices itt entails has always been
the refuge of people who found their adopted faith to be-
come incompatible with a stronger human love such an end-
ing to so engrossing a situation cannot fail to cause a let
down in the interest of the audience and therefore weakened
the effect of the entire play and all the shrewd and clever ob-
servationsservations on conditions made by the authors throughout the
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course of their arraignment of the mormonscormonsMormons one would in-
finitely rather forego the conventional happy 11 ending to so
unusual a work than see its force tempered by such a com-
monplacemon place expedient

the new york journal of the same date observed it
somehow reminds one of the old story of the wretched pris-
oner who pined in solitary misery in a solitary cell for twenty
years until one day when he had a happy inspiration opened
the door and walked out the whole play is more or less in
the nature of a childish bugaboo

such criticism apparently motivated one of the authors
harvey ohiggins to defend his play before the drama so-
ciety of new york there he gave a romanticizedromanticizes description
of his encountering a man having a most remarkably dead
face the man was short portly erect and dignified with a
head of white hair like mark twain s his face said ohigg-
ins was absolutely colorless absolutely composed and he
spoke as from a great distance of thought this man was
frank J cannon the son of president george Q cannon
president cannon had played an important role in reconciling
the church with the federal government and frank cannon
had been the first united states senator from utah but ac-
cording to ohiggins senator cannon had become disaffected
because of the church s alleged political practices and clandes-
tine polygamy and had eventually left the church and had
taken a position as an editorial writer on the rocky mountain
news inin denver ohiggins had printed cannon s story in
everybodys magazine with the title under the prophet in
utah and it was interest inin this piece which had prompted
him to write polygamy although the play had not been an at-
tempt to dramatize cannon s alleged experience

we commonly think of the artist as a creator it is more
accurate however to see him as a reflector one who mirrors
the perceptions and values of his society this play merely
images the dark view and the pathetic misunderstanding about
mormonism which prevailed in the east a half century ago it
is useful to contrast polygamy with the view of mormonism
now reflected by the commercial theatre and with the degree of
participation in it by contemporary artists

no pro mormon drama has yet achieved commercial suc-
cess although a number of young LDS writers such as doug
stewart louise hansen don oscarson gerald and carol lynn
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pearson and scott card show promise of reaching that goal
but remarkably successful attempts to give a more balanced
view of the church and its history have been produced the
movie brigham young was criticized as essentially inaccurate
but I1 find its general tone laudable and I1 believe that it has
favorably modified public opinion the typical american s con-
ception of mormonism derives from several paragraphs in a
high school history text from the beliefs and experiences of his
relatives and from the news media to him the brigham
young moviemovlemoviemovle presents a more factual description of our people

obviously a dramatization of church history and principles
acceptable to latter day saints will probably be done only by a
believer but it isis easy to underestimate the magnitude of his
problem how can the playwright picture that is to say make
concrete which is theatre s purpose the warmth and opti-
mism that characterize our culture our problems are inherently
dramatic yet how does he make our serenity sufficiently dradra-
matic to command the interest of non mormonscormons I1 believe that
the task will be done it has been done by others as in the
movie the bells of saint mary but wickedness always at-
tracts a larger audience than does goodness and so we need not
wonder that world literature is not replete with positive state-
ments of our people and our values

however in 1966 christie lund coles and larry bastian
wrote a musical play entitled the red plush parlor it depicted
a man having several wives who rivaled his son for the affec-
tion of a woman whom both wanted to marry unlike polyg-
amy it emphasized the high mindedness the dignity and the
christian love which these mormonscormons held for each other and
it painted a portrait more compatible with christ s principles
than any other play ever written about plural marriage it is
true that the red plush parlor has little commercial value in
its present form but its premier production was unusually pop-
ular and it encourages the hope that writers will yet success-
fully express our values in dramatic forms

equally significant is the welcome which commercial theatre
now extends to capable latter day saint performers techni-
cians and administrators because of their attractiveness and
the public exposure given them these subtle ambassadors for
the church generate good will more than sufficient to over-
come propaganda like polygamy I1 believe that their success is
a fruition of the church s traditional cultivation beginning in
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the children s primary association of the performing arts
hazel dawn sandi and salli melva niles patty peterson the
king family the nathan hales robert peterson gordon
jump vera miles tina cole and laraine day are some of
the mormonscormons who enjoy professional approbation in holly-
wood and new york this spring keene curtis a mormon
from bountiful utah won the tony award for his perfor-
mance in the rothschilds on broadway their acceptance is
another indication of how far the theatre s attitude has changed
since polygamy

an additional measure can be seen in the ledges play-
house a professional summer theatre in lansing michigan
under the co ownership and direction of harold I1 hansen and
myself we produced there a series of more than thirty com-
mercial plays for reasonably sophisticated non mormon audi-
ences we did not advertise as a mormon company but the
press so characterized us for we featured a company of LDS
performers and hewed to LDS production standards the com-
munity welcomed us into its homes and society and our audi-
ences encouraged us to exercise taste in selecting plays lan-
guage costumes and action the venture was profitable there
are now multiple LDS companies of performers in utah idaho
wyoming and california

the contrast between polygamy or A celestial marriage
and the red plush parlor or the ledges playhouse is salutary
and absolute it shows how far we have come it is a favorable
omen for the spreading of the gospel and its acceptance by our
world

BYU HISTORY WEEK

in conjunction with history week at brigham young university the
department of history will present

march 28 1972 1200 noon
religion in america the past thirty years

dr sidney E mead university of iowa foremost authority on ameri-
can protestantism
march 29 1972 120012001230 noon

contemporary catholicism and its prospects
dr philip gleason notre dame university nationally known authority
on catholicism
march 30 1972 1200 noon
present day mormonism problems programs and prospects

dr leonard J arrington newly appointed church historian
also
march 28 1972 200 pm
panel discussion prospects for the future of religion in america
drs mead gleason and arrington
varsity theater rm 221 ernest L wilkinson center
public invited



As heretofore BRIGHAM YOUNG university STUDIES is to be a
voicevolcevoicevolce for the community of latter day saint scholars contributions
dealing with LDS thought history theology and related subjects will
receive first priority

BYU STUDIES is a serious venture into the study of the correlation
of revealed and discovered truth dedicated to the conviction that the
spiritual and the intellectual are complementary avenues of knowledge
BYU STUDIES welcomes articles from all fields of leaminglearning they
should be written for the informed nonspecialist rather than the
specialized reader in the technical language of the field creative work
poetry short fiction drama are also welcomed

except for unusual cases contributions should not exceed 4000
words approximately 15 double spaced typewritten pages manu-
scripts should conform to the university of chicago press manual of
style and footnotes should be placed on a separate page at the end of
the article

each author will receive 20 off prints and three copies of the
number in which his contribution appears

send manuscripts to brigham young university dr charles D
tate jr editor BRIGHAM YOUNG university STUDIES 283 JKBA
provo utah 84601

subscriber NOTICE

subscription is 7007.00700 for four numbers 120012.001200 for eight numbers
and 16.001600 for twelve numbers single copies are 2002.00200 each the
rate to bona fide students is 5605.60560 for four issues all subscriptions
begin with the autumn issue and run through an entire volume year
subscriptions received after one or two issues of that volume have been
published will include those issues and they will be mailed with the
receipt for the subscription subsequent issuesissues for that volume will be
mailed upon publication send subscriptions to publication sales de-
partmentpartment 205 UPB brigham young university provo utah 84601

if you re moving PLEASE let us know four weeks before chang-
ing your address A change of address postcard available at all
post offices sent in advance will aid us in getting your magazine to
you promptly your courteous compliance with this request will help
us to solve a serious and costly problem

brigham young university studies is being listed in current contents
behavioral social and management sciences
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